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1. INTRODUCTION

Background. Communication is becoming one of the central elements in software development, ranging from web services to parallel scientific computing to multi-core programming. One of the main application areas of communication-based systems is business protocols. A business protocol is a series of structured and automated interactions among two or more business entities. During the 1990s, there were many attempts at describing and modelling business protocols in order to achieve, e.g., automation, scalability and correctness of protocols. As a result, several institutions started investing heavily in distributed computing technologies, for the purpose of reducing the risk of centralised controls.
Against this background, the Web Services Choreography Description Language Working Group (WS-CDL WG) [WS-CDL 2003] was formed by W3C with the goal of defining a language standard for specifying web service business protocols by means of distributed interactions among peers (business entities). Recognising the need for a foundational theory on which the design and infrastructure of the language were to be built, the working group took a strong interest in the $\pi$-calculus, leading to the involvement of Robin Milner and the authors as official invited experts in the standardisation process. While WS-CDL's design is informed by the $\pi$-calculus in both communication primitives and structuring constructs, WS-CDL differs from the $\pi$-calculus in that it describes message flows among multiple participants globally.

Engineers have always found it essential to use various notations for describing interaction patterns globally, such as the notations for cryptographic protocols, Message Sequence Charts [International Telecommunication Union 1996], and UML sequence diagrams. This is because a global description presents information on the behaviour of systems which is not immediately available from the corresponding endpoint-based descriptions: how conversations among multiple participants evolve and interleave, what are the synchronisation/communication points among participants, and how they together induce a desired global scenario. More formally, under a certain well-formedness condition, a global protocol automatically ensures that interactions satisfy the safety and deadlock-freedom properties.

WS-CDL follows these preceding global notations: an underlying intuition of its term choreography may be summarised as:

"Dancers dance following a global scenario (choreography) without a single point of control."

Once specified, this scenario is to be executed by individual distributed processes without orchestrating nodes. A global description is meant to be executed by distributed interactions among end-point processes. Thus each global description should be projected onto processes at each end-point, whose mutual communications precisely realise the original global scenario. This translation from a global description to end-point processes is called end-point projection (EPP), in the terminology of the WS-CDL WG. The theory of multiparty session types introduced in this article was born from the attempts to formalise the EPP in WS-CDL, applying the idea to types, in order to overcome a significant technical limitation of binary session types. This is one step beyond from WS-CDL and gives closer links to recent tools for web services such as BPMN 2.0 Choreography [BPMNC 2012], as explained in the next paragraph.

Session Types. Over the last decade, session types, introduced in the 1990s [Honda 1993; Takeuchi et al. 1994; Honda et al. 1998], have provided a potential typed foundation for the design of communication-based systems. The main intuition behind session types is that a communication-centred application often exhibits a highly structured sequence of interactions involving, e.g., sequencing and branching, which as a whole form a natural unit of conversation called session. The structure of a conversation is abstracted as a type through an intuitive syntax, which is then used as a basis for validating programs through associated language primitives and a typing discipline.

As an example, consider a simple business protocol between a buyer (Buyer) and a seller (Seller) from Buyer's viewpoint: Buyer sends the title of a book (a string), Seller sends a quote (an integer). If Buyer is satisfied by the quote, he then sends his address (a string) and Seller sends back the delivery date (a date); otherwise he quits the conversation. This can be precisely described by the following session type:

$$\text{!string; ?int; } \oplus \{ \text{ok!string; ?date; end, quit : end } \} \quad (1)$$
The session type above denotes patterns of communication operations (where \(\cdot\) denotes sequencing and \(\oplus\) choice) describing Buyer's communication behaviour in the business protocol. In particular, the term \(\text{!} \text{string}\) denotes an output of a value of type \text{string}, whereas \(? \text{int}\) denotes an input of a value of type \text{int}. The choice \(\oplus\) features the two options \text{ok} and \text{quit}. The term \text{end} represents the termination of the session. From Seller's viewpoint the same session is described by the dual type

\[
?\text{string}; !\text{int}; \&\{ \text{ok} : ?\text{string}; !\text{date}; \text{end}, \text{quit} : \text{end} \}
\]

in which \& means that a choice is offered.

Such an explicit representation of conversation structures allows us to deal with one of the most common bugs in communication-based programming, namely, the synchronisation bug. A programmer expects that communicating programs should together realise a consistent conversation, but, unfortunately, they can easily fail to handle a specific incoming message or to send a message at the correct timing, with no way to detect such errors before runtime. An explicit specification as in (1) guides to principled programming of communication behaviour and enables automatic protocol validation [WS-CDL 2003]. In addition, a clean separation between abstraction and implementation given by type-based abstraction and associated primitives leads to intelligible and flexible implementations [Hu et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2010]. Underlying these merits are the following central properties guaranteed by session types.

1. Interactions within a session never incur a communication error (communication safety).
2. Channels for a session are used linearly (linearity) and are deadlock-free in a single session (progress).
3. The communication sequence in a session follows the scenario declared in the session type (session fidelity, predictability).

As a consequence of these properties, at each step in a session, a single input and a single output or a single selection and a single branching can take place via a session channel, moving to the next step.

Our previous research shows that the session-based programming framework is applicable to a wide range of calculi, programming languages and computing environments, including calculi of mobile processes [Takeuchi et al. 1994; Gay and Hole 2005; Honda et al. 1998; Bonelli and Compagnoni 2007; Mezzina 2008; Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007; Gay 2008; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007; Carbone et al. 2008], higher-order processes [Mostroub and Yoshida 2007; 2009], Ambients [Garralda et al. 2006], multi-threaded ML [Vasconcelos et al. 2006; Gay and Vasconcelos 2009], multicore programming [Yoshida et al. 2008], Haskell [Neubauer and Thiemann 2004a; Pucella and Tov 2008], F# [Bhargavan et al. 2009; Swamy et al. 2011], operating systems [Fähndrich et al. 2006], Java [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2006; Coppo et al. 2007; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2008; Gay et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2010; Ng et al. 2011] and Web Services [Carbone et al. 2006; Carbone et al. 2007; WS-CDL 2003; Carbone et al. 2012; Sparkes 2006; Honda et al. 2007].

**Multiparty Asynchronous Sessions.** The foregoing studies on session types have focussed on binary (two-party) sessions. While many conversation patterns can be captured through a composition of binary sessions, there are cases where binary session types are not powerful enough for describing and validating interactions which involve more than two parties.

As an example, let us consider a simple refinement of the above Buyer-Seller protocol: consider two buyers, Buyer1 and Buyer2, who wish to buy an expensive book from Seller by combining their money. Buyer1 sends the title of the book to Seller, Seller
sends to both Buyer1 and Buyer2 its quote, Buyer1 tells Buyer2 how much she can pay, and Buyer2 either accepts the quote or rejects the quote by notifying Seller. It is extremely awkward (if logically possible) to decompose this scenario into three binary sessions, between Buyer1 and Seller, between Buyer2 and Seller, and between Buyer1 and Buyer2. Abstracting this protocol as three separate session types also means that our type abstraction loses essential sequencing information in this interaction scenario. For validating this conversation scenario as a whole, therefore, the conversation structure should be represented as a single session.

Many existing business protocols including financial protocols are written as a collaboration of several peers. Typical message-passing parallel algorithms also frequently demand distribution of a request to, and collection of the results from, many peers. All these usecases are most naturally abstracted as single multiparty sessions.

Furthermore, many of these applications are implemented with an asynchronous transport where the senders send the messages without being blocked (but often preserving their order), to avoid the heavy overhead of synchronisation. The widely used network transport, such as TCP, provides this mechanism through familiar APIs to alleviate the latency problem. Asynchronous message passing is also a standard assumption in financial messaging [AMQP 2015], parallel algorithms and distributed objects and functions [Coppo et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2008; Ng et al. 2011; Neubauer and Thiemann 2004b; Fähndrich et al. 2006]. Thus, we ask:

**Can we generalise the foregoing binary session types to multiparty asynchronous sessions preserving clarity and their key formal properties?**

**Challenges of Multiparty Asynchronous Sessions.** To answer this open question, we face two major technical difficulties. First, the simplicity and tractability of the theory of binary sessions come from a notion of duality in interactions found in Linear Logic [Girard 1987]. Consider the binary session type specified in (1) for Buyer. Not only Buyer’s behaviour can be checked against the session type, but also the whole conversation structure is already represented in this single type, since the interaction pattern of Seller is fully given as this type’s dual (exchanging input and output and branching and selection in the original type). When composing two parties, we only have to check they have mutually dual types. This framework based on duality is no longer effective in multiparty communication where the whole conversation cannot be constructed from only single behaviour. We need an effective means to abstract as a type a global scenario which a programmer wishes to realise through interacting programs (hence against which she would wish to check their correctness), and establish an effective method to ensure composability.

Second, linearity analysis of channels, which is the key for ensuring safety and progress, becomes highly involved under a combination of asynchrony and multiparty communication since a conflict of actions can arise more easily. A linearity property holds if a communication via the same channel of a global type does not break the order of messages as it is specified in the global description. This demands a precise causal analysis for correct sequencing of interactions distributed among multi-peers.

**This Work.** This paper presents a generalisation of binary session types to multiparty sessions for the $\pi$-calculus. We propose three major technical contributions in order to overcome the aforementioned challenges:

1. A new notion of types which can directly abstract intended conversation structure among $n$-parties as global scenarios, retaining an intuitive type syntax.
2. Consistency criteria for a conversation structure with respect to a protocol specification given as a causality analysis of actions in global types, modularly articulating different kinds of dependency.
A type discipline for individual processes (programs) which uses global types through their projections onto individual end-point participants: the resulting end-point types are directly associated with individual processes for type checking.

The idea of type abstraction based on a global view (Point 1) comes from an abstract version of “choreography” developed in a W3C web services working group [Carbone et al. 2006; WS-CDL 2003]. Causality structures in asynchronous interactions are precisely and modularly captured in the abstract setting of global types, offering a foundation for the type discipline (Point 2). Through the use of global types, we propose a new effective method for designing, type-checking and developing programs based on multiparty sessions (Point 3).

Let us illustrate Point 3 in detail. First, we design and agree upon a global type \( G \) as an intended conversation scenario. A team of programmers then develops code, one for each participant, incrementally validating its conformance to (the projections of) \( G \). When programs are executed, their interactions automatically follow the stipulated scenario. The projection can also be used as a hint for modelling, designing and debugging local behaviours of participants. After the development, a global type will serve as a basis of monitoring, maintenance and upgrade. For materialising this design framework, the proposed framework presents a type discipline which can validate whether a program is typable or not, given \( G \) (as a shared agreement) and an individual program (as its end-point realiser). The resulting type discipline guarantees all the original key properties of binary session types, such as communication error freedom, progress and session fidelity in a general \( n \)-party session, underpinning its practical use. For further discussions on this development framework and its applications developed in industry and academia, see §4.1, §6.1 and §7.

This paper is a full version of [Honda et al. 2008a], with detailed definitions and full proofs. It is also expanded with more examples and comparisons with recent related work. In the remainder, Section 2 gives the syntax and semantics of the calculus, and motivates the key ideas through business and streaming protocol examples and a usecase from [OOI 2015]. Section 3 explains the global types. Section 4 describes the typing system. Section 5 establishes the main results. Section 6 discusses extensions and related works. Section 7 concludes with future issues and a summary of applications, software and languages developed with the industry collaborators based on the multiparty session type theory. The appendix contains the proofs of the propositions, lemmas and theorems stated in the main sections.

2. MULTIPARTY ASYNCHRONOUS SESSIONS

2.1. Syntax for Multiparty Sessions

Several versions of \( \pi \)-calculi with session types have been proposed in the literature. A detailed survey can be found in [Dezani-Ciancaglini and de’ Liguoro 2010]. In this work, we use a simple extension of the original language for binary sessions [Honda et al. 1998; Takeuchi et al. 1994] to multiparty sessions.

Informally, a session is a series of interactions which serve as a unit of conversation. A session is established among multiple parties via a shared name, which represents a public interaction point. Then, fresh session channels are generated and shared among all participants who can use them for communicating with each other.

In the remainder, we use the following base sets:

- **shared names or names**, ranged over by \( a, b, x, y, z, \ldots \);
- **session channels or channels**, ranged over by \( s, t, \ldots \);
- **labels**, ranged over by \( l, l', \ldots \); and
- **process variables**, ranged over by \( X, Y, \ldots \).
We use $n$ for either a single shared name or a vector of session channels. The symbol $\tilde{s}$ denotes the vector of session channels $s_1, \ldots, s_k$ for some $k$. Similarly for other names, channels and variables. Then, processes, ranged over by $P, Q, \ldots$, and expressions, ranged over by $e, e', \ldots$, are given by the grammar in Figure 1. Except for the first two primitives for session initiation and the final message queue, all constructs are from the binary session calculi [Honda et al. 1998]. Session initiation is introduced to establish a session between multiple processes, while message queues are added to model asynchronous session communication, as explained later.

Among the primitives for session initiation, the prefix process $\pi[2..n](\tilde{s}).P$ initiates a new session through a shared interaction point $a$, by distributing a vector of freshly generated session channels $\tilde{s}$ to the remaining $n-1$ participants, each of shape $a[p](\tilde{s}).Q$ for $2 \leq p \leq n$. All receive $\tilde{s}$, over which the actual session communications can now take place among the $n$ parties. $p, q, \ldots$ range over natural numbers called participants of a session. As we shall formalise later through operational semantics, these primitives offer a distilled syntactic presentation of “sharing of a fresh context for a new session” among multiple parties.

Session communications are performed using the next three pairs of primitives: sending and receiving, session delegation and reception (the former delegates to the latter the capability to participate in a session by passing channels associated with the session), and selection and branching (the former chooses one of the branches offered by the latter). Branching and selection constructs correspond to external and internal choices.

The next three (the conditional, parallel and inaction) are standard. $(\nu a)P$ makes $a$ local to $P$ while $(\nu \tilde{s})P$ makes $\tilde{s}$ local to $P$. The recursion and process call primitives
realise recursive behaviour. $s::h$ is a message queue representing ordered messages in transit $h$ with destination $s$ (which may be considered as a network pipe in a TCP-like transport). $(\nu n)P$ and $s::h$ only appear at runtime. We often omit trailing 0 and write $s!$ and $s?.P$, omitting the arguments if unnecessary. Informally speaking, if we map our syntax to TCP, each queue corresponds to the TCP FIFO channel. Then a shared name correspond to a pair of an IP and a port name to initiate the session, while each session name is mapped to a pair of freshly generated IP and a port name which connects to the pair of the other side.

Binders are $\hat{s}$ in $\nu_{s.\hat{s}}(\hat{s}).P$, $a!(\hat{s}).P$ and $s?!(\hat{s}).P$; $\bar{x}$ in $s?!(\bar{x}); P$, $\bar{x}\hat{s}$ in $X(\bar{x}\hat{s}) = P$; $n$ in $(\nu n)P$ and process variables in def $D$ in $P$. The notions of bound and free identifiers, channels, alpha equivalence $\equiv_{\alpha}$, and substitution are standard. The functions $fpv(P)$ and $fn(P)$ denote the sets of free process variables and free identifiers, respectively. Function $dpv\{X_i(\bar{x}_i; \hat{s}_i) = P_i\}_{i \in I}$ denotes the set of process variables $\{X_i\}_{i \in I}$ introduced in $\{X_i(\bar{x}_i; \hat{s}_i) = P_i\}_{i \in I}$. The notation $\Pi_i P_i$ denotes the parallel composition of zero or more processes $P_i$.

Structural congruence $\equiv$ over processes is the smallest congruence relation on processes that includes the equations given in Figure 2. These are standard except that we allow a vector of session channels in hiding, which is convenient for some proofs in the typing system (no substantial difference arises regarding the nature of the calculus by hiding channels one by one).

DEFINITION 2.1 (PROGRAM PHRASE AND PROGRAM). A process $P$ is a program phrase if $P$ has no queues and no $\nu$-bound session channels (up to $\equiv$). $P$ is a program (up to $\equiv$) if $P$ is a program phrase in which no free session channels and process variables occur.

In the examples in §2.3, processes such as Buyer1, Buyer2, Seller, Kernel, DataProducer and Consumer are programs, hence they are also program phrases.

2.2. Operational Semantics

The operational semantics is given by the reduction relation, denoted $P \rightarrow Q$, which is the smallest relation on processes generated by the rules in Figure 3. In the figure, $e \Downarrow v$ says that expression $e$ evaluates to values $v$, but we leave its formal definition unspecified. We now explain each rule.

Rule [LINK] describes a session initiation among $n$-parties through $n$-party synchronisation, generating $m$ fresh session channels and the associated $m$ empty queues ($\emptyset$ denotes the empty string). Each fresh channel is given a new empty queue. As a result $n$ participants now share the newly generated $m$ channels, hence their queues. Note the number of participants ($n$) can be different from that of session channels ($m$), giving
flexibility and maintaining linearity in channel usage. The use of the \(n\)-party synchronisation in this rule captures, albeit abstractly, an \(n\)-party handshake which would be necessary for establishing an \(n\)-party link in real-world protocols. For example, we can create an arbitrary number of queues which can be dequeued and enqueued by all parties in that session.

Rules [SEND], [DELEG] and [LABEL] respectively enqueue values, channels and a label at the tail of the queue for \(s\). In rule [SEND], \(\epsilon \downarrow \hat{v}\) evaluates each expression \(e_i\) to a value \(v_i\) and its definition is left unspecified. Symmetrically, rules [RECV], [SREC] and [BRANCH] dequeue, from the head of the queue, values, session channels and a label, respectively. Rules [RECV] further instantiates the received value in the continuation \(P\), while rule [BRANCH] selects, from its continuation, the branch corresponding to the received label. The reduction rules [DELEG] and [SREC] are often called (session) delegation or higher-order session passing.

In these communication rules, sending and receiving are mediated by a queue: only when a message sent by (say) Alice is received by (say) Bob through a queue, we can say that an interaction between Alice and Bob has taken place. Since [LINK] generates a queue for each channel, these rules entail that:

(1) A sending action is never blocked (communication asynchrony); and that
(2) two messages from the same sender to the same channel arrive in the sending order (message order preservation).

As we discussed in §1, these are among the main features of the well-known transport mechanisms TCP, and the message queue is introduced for modelling these transports.
All other rules are standard: for reference, we briefly describe them. The two rules for conditional, [I\text{F}T] and [I\text{F}F], reduce to one of the branches, depending on the evaluation of the guard. Rule [D\text{EF}] performs unfolding of recursion. Rules [SCOP], [PAR] and [DEFIN] close the reduction relation under hiding, parallel composition and definition, respectively. Finally, rule [STR] says that the reduction relation is defined over processes up to \equiv.

**Remark 2.2.** The rule for delegation [SREC], originally introduced in [Honda et al. 1998] for the \(\pi\)-calculus with sessions, uses the same session name \(\tilde{t}\) without substitution for a simpler presentation. However, having [SREC] with substitution as in [RECV] breaks the subject reduction theorem and requires either two endpoint channels or bidirectional buffers [Gay and Hole 2005; Gay and Vasconcelos 2009; Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]. The reader can find a more detailed explanation in [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]. Roughly speaking, a substitution creates a self-delegation where the receiver gets his own session by which the shape of the session type is changed and the subject reduction is broken. Hence we require additional queues and restrictions on the form of the communication. The technical development of this work does not depend on this choice, see also \$6.2.

### 2.3. Examples

We now report two examples that have been used for discussion within the W3C WS-CDL working group [WS-CDL 2003]. Further large examples and applications of multiparty session types are listed in [Honda et al. 2008b].

**Example 2.3 (Two Buyer Protocol).** We describe the two-buyers-protocol from the Introduction first by a sequence diagram, then by processes.

First Buyer1 sends a book title to Seller; then, Seller sends back a quote to Buyer1 and Buyer2; Buyer1 tells Buyer2 how much she is willing to contribute; and, finally, Buyer2 notifies Seller whether it accepts the quote or not. We can describe the behaviour of Buyer1 as with the following process:

\[
\text{Buyer}_1 \equiv \overline{\text{m}_2, \overline{s}_1}(b_1, b_2, b_2', s). \quad s!(\text{"War and Peace"}); \quad b_1?\text{quote}; \quad b_2'!\text{quote div 2}; \quad P_1
\]

Channel \(b_1\) is for Buyer1 to receive messages: \(b_2\) and \(b_2'\) for Buyer2 and \(s\) for Seller (we discuss soon why Buyer2 needs two receiving channels). Buyer1 above is willing to contribute to half of the quote. In \(P_1\), Buyer1 may perform the remaining transactions.
with Seller and Buyer2. The remaining participants follow.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Buyer2} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} a(2)(b_1, b_2, b'_2, s). \ b_2!(\text{quote}); \ b'_2!(\text{contrib}); \\
\text{if} & \ (\text{quote} - \text{contrib} \leq 99) \\
\text{then} & \ s \triangleright \text{ok}; s!\langle \text{address} \rangle; b_2!(x); P_2 \\
\text{else} & \ s \triangleright \text{quit}; 0 \\
\text{Seller} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} a(3)(b_1, b_2, b'_2, s). \ s!(\text{title}); \ b_1, b_2!(\text{quote}); \\
& \ s \triangleright \{\text{ok}; s!(x); b_2!(\text{date}); Q, \ \text{quit}; 0\}
\end{align*}
\]

Above \(s_1..s_m!\langle v \rangle; P\) stands for \(s_1!\langle v \rangle;..s_m!\langle v \rangle; P\), assuming \(s_1..s_m\) are pairwise distinct.\(^1\)

We can now explain why Buyer2 needs to use two input channels, \(b_2\) and \(b'_2\). The first input (for \textit{quote}) is from Seller, while the second one (for \textit{contrib}) is from Buyer1. Hence there is no guarantee that they arrive in a fixed order, as can be easily seen by analysing reduction paths (this is Lamport's principle [Lamport 1978]). Thus if we were to use \(b_2\) for both actions, the two messages can be confused, losing linear usage of a channel. The problem becomes visible after the fifth step of the following reduction. If \(b_2\) and \(b'_2\) were the same then the contribution of the Buyer1 could be queued before the price of the book and therefore received before at Buyer2. In § 4, we use our type discipline to detect this kind of error.

We now show an example of reductions. Let us define:

\[
\begin{align*}
P & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{if} \ (\text{quote} - \text{contrib} \leq 99) \\
& \ \text{then} \ s \triangleright \text{ok}; s!\langle \text{address} \rangle; b_2!(x); P_2 \\
& \ \text{else} \ s \triangleright \text{quit}; 0 \\
S & \overset{\text{def}}{=} s \triangleright \{\text{ok}; s!(x); b_2!(\text{date}); Q, \ \text{quit}; 0\}
\end{align*}
\]

Below, a tag denotes the name of the rule from Figure 3 we apply. For simplicity, we omit \([\text{PAR}]\) and \([\text{SCOP}\]) after the second reduction.

\[
\begin{align*}
\rightarrow & \ [\text{LINK}] \ (\nu b_1, b_2, b'_2, s)( \ s!(\textit{"War and Peace"}); b_2!(\text{quote}); b'_2!(\text{quote} \text{ div 2}); P_1 \\
& \ b_2!(\text{quote}); b'_2!(\text{contrib}); P \\
& \ s!(\text{title}); b_1, b_2!(\text{quote}); S \\
& \ b_1 :: 0 \ | \ b_2 :: 0 \ | \ b'_2 :: 0 \ | \ s :: 0)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\rightarrow & \ [\text{SKND}],[\text{PAR}],[\text{SCOP}] \ (\nu b_1, b_2, b'_2, s)( \ b'_2!(\text{quote} \text{ div 2}); P_1 \\
& \ b_2!(\text{quote}); b'_2!(\text{contrib}); P \\
& \ s!(\text{title}); b_1, b_2!(\text{quote}); S \\
& \ b_1 :: 0 \ | \ b_2 :: 0 \ | \ b'_2 :: 0 \ | \ s :: \text{"War and Peace"})
\end{align*}
\]

\(^1\)Due to asynchrony there is in effect no order among the sending actions at \(s_1..s_m\).
EXAMPLE 2.4 (STREAMING PROTOCOL). We next consider a simple protocol for the
standard stream cipher [Schneier 1993].

Data Producer and Key Producer continuously send a data stream and a key stream
respectively to Kernel. Kernel calculates their XOR and sends the result to Consumer.
Assuming streams are sent block by block (say as large arrays), we can realise this
protocol as communicating processes. We focus only on communication behaviour. The
kernel initiates a session:

\[
\text{Kernel} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{def } K(d, k, c) = d!\langle x \rangle; K'(y); c!\langle x \oplus y \rangle; K(d, k, c)
\]

The channels \(d\) and \(k\) are used for Kernel to receive data and keys from Data Producer
and Key Producer, respectively, while \(c\) is used for Consumer to receive the encrypted
data from Kernel. Data Producer and Consumer can be given as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DataProducer} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{def } P(d, k, c) = d\langle \text{data} \rangle; P(d, k, c) \quad \text{in } a[2](d, k, c).P(d, k, c) \\
\text{Consumer} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{def } C(d, k, c) = c\langle \text{data} \rangle; C(d, k, c) \quad \text{in } a[3](d, k, c).C(d, k, c)
\end{align*}
\]

Key Producer is identical to Data Producer except it outputs at \(k\) instead of \(d\). When
three processes are composed, we can verify that messages are always consumed in the
order they are produced, an essential requirement for correctness of the protocol
(although processes repeatedly send and receive data using the same channel). This is
because each channel is used exactly by one sender. We show how this argument can
be cleanly represented and validated through session types in the next two sections.

---

\footnote{For simplicity our description lets both Data Producer and Consumer repeatedly send the same data:
practically this is not the case but this simplified form is enough for our current concern, i.e. validation
of communication behaviour.}
### 3. GLOBAL TYPES AND CAUSAL ANALYSIS

Developing programs for multiparty sessions demands a clear formal design, since we need to program global interactions where multiple participants communicate and synchronise with each other. Programming individual participants without such a design and hope they somehow realise a meaningful and error-free conversation is hardly practical, especially when the implementation is done by a team of several programmers. In binary session types, the type for an endpoint also served as the description of the whole conversation between two parties, but this is no longer possible for multiparty sessions. This is why we require the type abstraction to describe global conversation scenarios of multiparty sessions: the global types introduced in this section extend binary session types to be able to directly express dependencies between communications among multiple peers.

#### 3.1. Syntax of Global Types

A global type abstracts global multiparty conversations as a type signature. It takes a similar form to cryptography protocols where a message exchange from participant \( p \) to participant \( p' \) is specified as \( p \to p': k \langle U \rangle. G' \). For example, the protocol “Alice sends a message with type \( \text{nat} \) to Bob via channel \( k \), then terminates the interaction” is simply described as \( \text{Alice} \to \text{Bob}: k \langle \text{nat} \rangle. \text{end} \). Unlike the standard types of process calculi, the syntax no longer describes the input and output types separately: the information exchange between two parties is directly abstracted as one interaction.

The full syntax of global session types, or global types, denoted by \( G, G', \ldots \), is given in Figure 4. In a global type, we refer to session channels with a number, denoted by \( k, k', \ldots \), which corresponds to the index of a vector of session channels: if we want to refer to the \( k \)-th session channel \( s_k \) of \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) (such a vector is created by a session initiation), we write \( k \) in the global type. By writing number \( k \) (like de Bruijn notation), instead of channel \( s_k \), we avoid including binding in the syntax of global types. We call \( k \) a session channel index.

\[ U, U', \ldots \] range over value types, denoting types for message values. Each value type is either a vector of sorts or a located type. Sorts, written \( S, S', \ldots \), are types for shared names, where \( \langle G \rangle \) means communicating a shared name typed by \( \langle G \rangle \). A located type \( T@p \) denotes the communication (delegation) of a session channel of type \( T \) (called endpoint type) with role \( p \). Both of these types \( (T \text{ and } S) \) are discussed in detail in \( \S 4.2 \).

For understanding this section, it suffices to assume \( U \) as a single base type, i.e., only \( \text{nat} \) or \( \text{bool} \). We often write \( p \to p': k \langle U \rangle. G' \) for \( p \to p' : k \langle \rangle. G' \), i.e., \( U \) is empty.

We now give a detailed description of each term in Figure 4.

Type \( p \to p': k \langle U \rangle. G' \) says that an interaction between two participants over a session channel with index \( k \) must take place. In an implementation of such a behaviour,
given a vector of session channels \( \vec{s} \), participant \( p \) would send some message of type \( U \) to participant \( p' \) over \( s_k \) and then the session would continue according to \( G' \). The type \( U \) is called \textit{carried type}. Note that the operator “\( \cdot \)” captures sequentiality. As an example, the global type

\[
1 \rightarrow 3 \colon k \langle \text{int} \rangle. \ 3 \rightarrow 2 \colon k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \ \text{end}
\]

(3)
describes a protocol where, given a vector \( \vec{s} \), participant 1 sends an integer to participant 3 over session channel \( s_k \) and then, 3 sends a boolean to participant 2 over \( s_{k'} \). This protocol can be written in the model introduced in the previous section as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
s_k!\langle 5 \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_{k'}?\langle y \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_k?\langle x \rangle; s_{k'}!\langle x = 5 \rangle; 0
\end{array}
\]

According to the semantics given in Fig. 3, the processes above (where, for the sake of clarity, we have labelled each process with a number corresponding to a participant) will execute according to the specification given by the global type in (3). Obviously, the same channel can be used several times as in the following type:

\[
1 \rightarrow 3 \colon k \langle \text{int} \rangle. \ 3 \rightarrow 2 \colon k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \ 2 \rightarrow 1 \colon k \langle \text{bool} \rangle.
\]

(4)
A possible implementation respecting such a protocol is:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
s_k!\langle 5 \rangle; s_k?\langle z \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_{k'}?\langle y \rangle; s_k!\langle \text{true} \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_k?\langle x \rangle; s_{k'}!\langle x = 5 \rangle; 0
\end{array}
\]

On the other hand, the following process would \textit{not} satisfy the specification in (4):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
s_k!\langle 5 \rangle; s_k?\langle z \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_{k'}?\langle y \rangle; s_k!\langle \text{true} \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_k?\langle x \rangle; s_{k'}!\langle x = 5 \rangle; 0
\end{array}
\]

Unfortunately, due to asynchrony, it is possible that participant 3 receives a boolean while participant 1 receives, later on, an integer causing a run-time error.

Type \( p \rightarrow p' \colon k \{ l_j \colon G_j \}_{j \in J} \) denotes branching of a session. Intuitively, participant \( p \) must send one of the labels in \( \{ l_j \mid j \in I \} \) on channel \( s_k \) to participant \( p' \). When \( l_i \) is sent, interactions described in \( G_i \) will take place. For example, the global type

\[
1 \rightarrow 3 \colon k \{ \ \text{five:} \ 3 \rightarrow 2 \colon k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \ \text{end} \ \mid \ \text{notfive:} \ 3 \rightarrow 2 \colon k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \ \text{end} \}
\]
could be implemented by the process

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if} \ e \ \text{then} \ s_k \downarrow \text{five} \ \text{else} \ s_k \downarrow \text{notfive} \ \mid \ s_{k'}?\langle y \rangle; 2 \ \mid \ s_k?\langle x \rangle; s_{k'}!\langle \text{true} \rangle; 0 \ \mid \ s_{k'}?\langle y \rangle; s_k!\langle \text{false} \rangle; 3
\end{array}
\]

Type \( G \mid G' \) specifies the concurrent execution of the interactions in \( G \) and \( G' \).

Type \( \mu t.G \) is a recursive type for recurring conversation structures, assuming type variables (\( t', \ldots \)) are guarded in the standard way, i.e. type variables only appear under the prefixes (hence contractive). We take an \textit{equi-recursive} view, not distinguishing between \( \mu t.G \) and its unfolding \( G[\mu t.G]t \) [Pierce 2002]. We assume that \( \langle G \rangle \) in the grammar of sorts is closed, i.e. without type variables.\(^3\)

Type \( \text{end} \) represents the termination of the session and is often omitted. We identify “\( G \mid \text{end} \)” and “\( \text{end} \mid G'' \)” with \( G \).

We conclude this subsection by giving the following definition:

\(^3\)In the presence of the standard recursive sorts [Honda et al. 1998], which we omit for simpler presentation, we allow sort variables to occur in \( \langle G \rangle \).
**Definition 3.1 (Action).** We say that \( p \to p' : k \) in \( p \to p': k\langle U \rangle \). \( G' \) or \( p \to p' : k\{l_j : G_j\}_{j \in J} \) is an action from \( p \) to \( p' \) at \( k \).

### 3.2. Operational Semantics for Global Types

This subsection defines semantics of global types, introducing the labelled transition relation (LTS). The LTS is useful not only to give a clear justification for causal dependencies of global types defined in the next subsection, but also to prove the main theorems for the typing system later.

**Definition 3.2 (Global Type Labelled Transition Relation).** The syntax of labels (\( \ell, \ell', \ldots \)) of global types is defined as follows:

\[
\ell ::= p \to p' : k\langle U \rangle \quad | \quad p \to p' : k\langle l \rangle
\]

A label \( \ell \) denotes a communication over a channel \( k \) of some type \( U \) or label \( l \). Then the transition relation \( G \xrightarrow{\ell} G' \) is defined by the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[GR1]} & \quad p \to q : k\langle U \rangle, G \xrightarrow{p \to q : k\langle U \rangle} G \quad \text{[GR2]} & \quad p \to q : k\{l_i : G_i\}_{i \in I} \xrightarrow{p \to q : k\{l_j \in J \}} G_j \\
\text{[GR3]} & \quad G_1 \xrightarrow{\ell} G_2 \quad q \not\in \ell \quad p \to q : k\langle U \rangle, G_1 \xrightarrow{p \to q : k\langle U \rangle} G_2 & \quad \text{[GR4]} & \quad \forall i \in I, G_1 \xrightarrow{\ell : G_i'} q \not\in \ell \\
\text{[GR5]} & \quad G_1 \xrightarrow{G_1' \mid G_2} G_1' \mid G_2 & \quad \text{[GR6]} & \quad G_2 \xrightarrow{G_2'} G_1 \xrightarrow{G_1' \mid G_2} G_1' \mid G_2
\end{align*}
\]

The rules allow to permute the order of two actions which are causally unrelated. This is defined by the condition \( q \not\in \ell \) in [GR3,4]. Note that in [GR4], we require that each branch must be able to perform action \( \ell \).

As a simple example, consider \( G = 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \), \( 3 \to 4 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \). end and let \( \ell_1 = 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \) and \( \ell_2 = 2 \to 3 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \). Since the participants are pairwise distinct, we can perform the second action first. Hence, using [GR1] and [GR3] above, we have two possible transition relations from \( G \) as follows:

\[
G \xrightarrow{\ell_1} 3 \to 4 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \text{. end } G \xrightarrow{\ell_2} 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \text{. end } G \xrightarrow{\ell_3} \end{align*}
\]

Another interesting example is: \( 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \), \( 3 \to 1 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \). end. This global type means that the participant 1 is allowed to receive the message from the participant 3 before the message from 1 is received by 2 since they are delivered to the two different channels (i.e. queues). Thus with \( \ell_3 = 2 \to 1 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \), we have:

\[
G' \xrightarrow{\ell_1} 3 \to 1 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \text{. end } G' \xrightarrow{\ell_2} 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \text{. end } G' \xrightarrow{\ell_4} \end{align*}
\]

On the other hand, \( G'' = 3 \to 1 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \), \( 1 \to 2 : k\langle \text{int} \rangle \). end has only one possible transition since the two inputs at the receiver \( q \) are ordered. Hence we only have the following one transition from \( G'' \).

\[
G'' \xrightarrow{\ell_3} 1 \to 2 : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \text{. end } G'' \xrightarrow{\ell_4} \end{align*}
\]

This means the message from 1 is surely received at 2 after 1 received the message from 3 hence two actions are not permutable. The semantics of the permutation will be clearer when we introduce the causality relation between the actions in §3.5.
3.3. Action Ordering

Henceforth, we refer to the acyclic directed graph of a global type \( G \) as a standard regular tree representation [Pierce 2002]. In order to give a definition, we annotate the actions in \( p \to p': k \langle U \rangle \). \( G' \) and \( p \to p': k \{ l_j : G_j \}_{j \in J} \) by a node name \( n \).

**Definition 3.3 (Regular Tree Representation).** The regular tree representation \( \text{tree}(G) \) of a global type \( G \) is defined over the annotated unfolding of \( G \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tree}(n : p \to p': k \langle U \rangle . G') & \text{ has root } n \text{ with an edge to the root of } \text{tree}(G') \\
\text{tree}(n : p \to p': k \{ l_j : G_j \}_{j \in J}) & \text{ has root } n \text{ with edges to the roots of each } \text{tree}(G_j) (j \in J) \\
\text{tree}(G_1 | G_2) & \text{ has root } | \text{ with edges to the roots of each } \text{tree}(G_i) (i = 1, 2)
\end{align*}
\]

Each node in \( \text{tree}(G) \) is labelled by the occurrence of its corresponding action or it has no label in the case of parallel. These node names are unique in the unfolding.

As an example, the global type

\[
\mu t. 1 \to 2: k \{ l_1 : 2 \to 1: k \langle \text{int} \rangle . \text{end} | 2 \to 3: k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle . \text{end} | l_2 : 2 \to 1: k \langle \text{nat} \rangle . t \}
\]

has the following (infinite) regular tree representation:

```
  n_1 : 1 \to 2: k
       /|
      /  \\
    n_2 : 2 \to 1: k \langle \text{int} \rangle
          |
          |
    n_3 : 2 \to 3: k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle
```

We now define:

**Definition 3.4.** An action from \( p \) to \( p' \) at \( k \) is in a global type \( G \), written \( p \to p': k \in G \), whenever, in the regular tree representation of \( G \), there exists some node \( n \) with label \( p \to p': k \). We write \( n = p \to p': k \) if \( n \) has label \( p \to p': k \).

**Definition 3.5.** We denote

- \( \text{pid}(G) \) for the set of participants occurring in \( G \) (but not in any carried types).
- \( \text{sid}(G) \) for the number of the set of session channel indices in \( G \) (but not in any carried types).

For example, if \( G = 1 \to 3: k \langle \text{int} \rangle . 3 \to 2: k' \langle \text{bool} \rangle . \text{end} \), then \( \text{pid}(G) = \{1, 2, 3\} \) and \( \text{sid}(G) = 2 \).
CONVENTION 3.6. We assume that in each action from \( p \) to \( p' \) we have \( p \neq p' \), i.e. we prohibit reflexive interaction.

Below, we define the relation \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in G \) which holds whenever \( n_1 \) directly or indirectly occurs before \( n_2 \) in the regular tree representation of \( G \). For instance, in the global type \( G = p_1 \rightarrow p'_1: k_1 \langle U_1 \rangle, p_2 \rightarrow p'_2: k_2 \langle U_2 \rangle \), we have that \( p_1 \rightarrow p'_1: k_1 \prec p_2 \rightarrow p'_2: k_2 \in G \).

DEFINITION 3.7 (ACTION ORDERING). We define \( \prec \) as the least partial order such that:

1. \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in p \rightarrow p': k \langle U \rangle, G' \) if \( n_1 = p \rightarrow p': k \) and \( n_2 \in G' \)
2. \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in p \rightarrow p': k \{ l_j : G_j \}_{j \in J} \) if \( n_1 = p \rightarrow p': k \) and \( \exists i \in J. n_2 \in G_i \)
3. \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in p \rightarrow p': k \langle U \rangle, G' \) if \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in G' \)
4. \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in p_1 \rightarrow p'_1: k' \{ l_j : G'_j \}_{j \in J} \) if \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in G'_i \) for some \( i \in J \)
5. \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in G_1 | G_2 \) if \( n_1 \prec n_2 \in G_i \) for some \( i \in \{1, 2\} \)

Above, (1,2) say that, in values and branching types, any nested action comes always after the top one for value and branch types. (3,4) say that if two actions are related by the action ordering in a subterm of some global type \( G \) then they are also related in \( G \). Parallel composition and recursion are dealt with by (5,6).

The action ordering allows us to express intended causal dependencies in global types, which is subtle under asynchronous semantics. Consider the following simple global type:

\[
G = A \rightarrow B : k \langle U \rangle. A \rightarrow C : k' \langle U' \rangle. \text{end}
\] (5)

where \( A, B \) and \( C \) denote participants. We use this example to show an important difference between asynchronous communication and synchronous communication. In a "synchronous" interpretation of (5), the ordering would mean: "only after the first sending and receiving take place, the second sending and receiving take place". This is a suitable reading when sending and receiving constitute a single atomic action, as in synchronous languages, but not with asynchronous communication, where it is hard to impose such an ordering, since messages to distinct channels may not arrive in order. e.g. \( C \) may receive the second output from \( A \) before its first message reaches \( B \). This corresponds to [GR3] and [GR4] in Definition 3.2, where the action \( \ell \) can be executed before the action in the prefix.

Thus, the present theory takes a more liberal interpretation of \( \prec \), imposing sequencing only on the actions of the same participant in ordered actions. For example, in (5), \( A \)'s two sending actions are ordered, but \( B \)'s and \( C \)'s receiving actions are not. This relation is explained in the next subsection with several examples.

3.4. Examples of Global Types

EXAMPLE 3.8 (TWO-BUYER PROTOCOL). The following is a global type of the two-buyer-protocol in §2.3. We write participants and channels with legible symbols though they are actually numbers (e.g., \( B_1 = 1, S = 3, b_1 = 1, b_2 = 2, b'_2 = 3 \) and \( s = 4 \)):

1. \( B_1 \rightarrow S : s \langle \text{string} \rangle \)
2. \( S \rightarrow B_1 : b_1 \langle \text{int} \rangle \)
3. \( S \rightarrow B_2 : b_2 \langle \text{int} \rangle \)
4. \( B_1 \rightarrow B_2 : b'_2 \langle \text{int} \rangle \)
5. \( B_2 \rightarrow S : s \begin{cases} \text{ok} : B_2 \rightarrow S : s \langle \text{string} \rangle. S \rightarrow B_2 : b_2 \langle \text{date} \rangle. \text{end}, \quad & \text{quit} : \text{end} \end{cases} \)

The type gives a clear, abstract view of the whole conversation scenario. The following are several salient points in the asynchronous interpretation of this type:
— Consider Lines 3 and 4. Since they have different senders, the sending actions are unordered in spite of their \( \prec \)-ordering. Hence if \( b_2 = b_2' \) two messages have a conflict at \( s \) (i.e. lose the ordering).

— Next, we consider the following causal chain from Line 1 to Line 3 to Line 5:
\[
\text{B1} \rightarrow S \prec S \rightarrow \text{B2} \prec \text{B2} \rightarrow S
\]

Above \( \rightarrow \) can be interpreted as the ordering given by message delivery (see previous subsection), while \( \prec \) is the action ordering. Note in particular two sending actions by \( \text{B1} \) (Line 1) and by \( \text{B2} \) (Line 5), both done at \( s \), are causally ordered. By focussing on \( \prec \) from the first \( S \) (of Line 1) to the last \( S \) (of Line 5), the receiving actions in Line 1 and the first \( \text{B1} \rightarrow S \) in Line 5 are also ordered. Since the interaction in Line 1 will surely take place before the interaction in Line 5, no conflict occurs between these two communications in spite of their use of a common channel \( s \).

**EXAMPLE 3.9 (STREAMING PROTOCOL).** We now present the global type of the simple streaming protocol in §2.3. Below we unfold its recursion once, and set: \( d = 1 \), \( k = 2 \), \( c = 3 \), \( K = 1 \), \( DP = 2 \), \( C = 3 \) and \( KP = 4 \).

\[
\begin{align*}
1. & \quad \mu t. \quad DP \rightarrow K: d \langle \text{bool} \rangle. & 4. & \quad DP \rightarrow K: d \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \\
2. & \quad KP \rightarrow K: k \langle \text{bool} \rangle. & 5. & \quad KP \rightarrow K: k \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \\
3. & \quad K \rightarrow C: c \langle \text{bool} \rangle. & 6. & \quad K \rightarrow C: c \langle \text{bool} \rangle. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The following arguments hold for any \( n \)-fold unfoldings.

— Lines 1 and 2 are temporally unordered in sending: but this does not cause conflict since channels \( d \) and \( k \) are distinct.

— Line 1 and its unfolding, Line 4, share \( d \). But the two use the same sender and the same receiver, so each pair of actions are \( \prec \)-ordered, hence safe. Similarly for other unfolded actions.

**EXAMPLE 3.10 (INSTRUMENT CONTROLLING).** We now present another example from [OOI 2015] which focuses on the usage of an instrument through repeated commands, together with checking privileges initially and later reporting the status to the central operator in charge of the instrument. The global type description involves a user User, an operator Op and the instrument Instr and is given as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{User} \rightarrow \text{Op}: & \quad 1 \langle \text{privilege} \rangle. \\
\begin{cases}
\text{ok}: \mu t. \\
\text{User} \rightarrow \text{Instr}: & \quad 3 \begin{cases}
\text{move}: t \\
\text{photo}: t \\
\text{quit}: \text{Instr} \rightarrow \text{Op}: 4 \langle \text{string} \rangle. \end{cases} \\
\text{no}: \text{end}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the protocol description given by the global type above can have several implementations. In particular, the instrument can be used with any combination of the operations move and photo. However, any sequence will be terminated by quit.
Below, we give a possible implementation of each participant:

\[
\text{User } \overset{\text{def}}{=} s_1!\langle \text{high} \rangle; s_2 \triangleright \begin{cases} 
\text{ok} : s_3 < \text{move}; s_3 < \text{photo}; s_3 < \text{quit}; 0 \\
\text{no} : 0
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{Operator } \overset{\text{def}}{=} s_1?(x); \text{if } f(x) \text{ then } s_2 < \text{ok}; 0 \text{ else } s_2 < \text{no}; 0
\]

\[
\text{Instrument } \overset{\text{def}}{=} \mu t. s_3 \triangleright \begin{cases} 
\text{move} : t \\
\text{photo} : t \\
\text{quit} : s_4!(\langle \text{report} \rangle); 0
\end{cases}
\]

### 3.5. A Safety Principle for Global Types: Linearity of Channels

For a conversation in a session to proceed properly, it is desirable that there is no conflict (racing) at session channels. The process \(s_k!\langle \text{true} \rangle | s_k!\langle 5 \rangle | s_k?x; \text{if } x \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q\) is a typical example of a race at channel \(s_k\): if the second output synchronises with the first input we have a run-time error when evaluating the guard of the conditional. To ensure absence of such races, when a common channel is used in two communications, their sending actions and their receiving actions should (respectively) be ordered temporally (causality), so that no confusion arises at sending or receiving. If a global type satisfies this principle, then it specifies an ordering of interactions, and can be used as a basis of guaranteeing process behaviours through type checking. The correspondence between the linearity property and the LTS of the global types defined in Definition 3.2 will be used for proving the main theorems, Subject Reduction Theorem (Theorem 5.19) and Session Fidelity Theorem (Corollary 5.23).

Causality is induced in several ways in the present asynchronous model. We summarise all essential cases in Figure 5, with concrete process instances for illustration.
In the figure, IO indicates a causal ordering from input (receiving) to output (sending), similarly for II, OO and Ol. In (II)-Bad, we demand $A \neq C$. We observe:

— The "good" and "bad" cases for II show that II alone is safe only when two channels differ. Similarly for IO.
— In OO,II, two outputs have the same sender and the same channel, so (by message order-preservation) outputs are ordered. Inputs are also ordered by $≺$ hence they are safe.
— There is no ordering from output to input (due to asynchrony), so Ol gives us no dependency.

These observations lead to the following causal relations on global types.

**Definition 3.11 (Dependency Relations).** Fix $G$. The relation $\prec_\phi$, with $\phi \in \{II, IO, OO\}$, over actions is generated from:

\[
\begin{align*}
n_1 & \prec_{II} n_2 & \text{if } n_1 \prec n_2 \in G \text{ and } n_i = p_i \rightarrow p : k_i \ (i = 1, 2) \\
n_1 & \prec_{II} n_2 & \text{if } n_1 \prec n_2 \in G, \ n_1 = p_1 \rightarrow p : k_1 \text{ and } n_2 = p \rightarrow p_2 : k_2.
\end{align*}
\]

— An input dependency from $n_1$ to $n_2$ is a chain of the form $n_1 \prec_{\phi_1} \cdots \prec_{\phi_n} n_2 \ (n \geq 0)$ such that $\phi_i \in \{IO\}$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$ and $\phi_n = II$.
— An output dependency from $n_1$ to $n_2$ is a chain $n_1 \prec_{\phi_1} \cdots \prec_{\phi_n} n_2 \ (n \geq 1)$ such that $\phi_i \in \{OO, IO\}$.

Note that, in the input dependency, the last II-ordering is necessary. In fact, if we allow the dependency to end with an IO-edge, an input at $n_2$ is not checked. We can further clarify dependencies with the following graphical examples:

![Graphical Examples](image)

In picture (a), there is an output dependency from the first to the third line which has been marked as OO, and an input dependency through all lines. However, in (b), we only have an output dependency. It is clear that, while (a) could be implemented in an asynchronous setting, the conversation in (b) would cause problems. In fact, the messages sent by $A$ on $k_1$ could be delivered in the wrong order (first to $C$ and then to $B$). The notion of linearity, hereby introduced, precisely captures such inconsistencies in global types.

**Definition 3.12 (Linearity).** $G$ is *linear* whenever, for all $n_1 \prec n_2 \in G$ such that $n_i = p_i \rightarrow p'_i : k \ (i = 1, 2)$, both input and output dependencies from $n_1$ to $n_2$ exist. We inductively apply this constraint to all global types which $G$ carries.

Observe that we do not require ordering between $n_i \in G_k$ and $n_j \in G_h$ in $p \rightarrow p' : k \{l_j : G_{j_k}\}_{j \in J}$ (for $h, k \in J, h \neq k$) since only one branch is performed. In fact, they cannot be related by $\prec$ according to Definition 3.7. We further clarify the condition on
branching with an example:

\[
A \rightarrow B : t \begin{cases} 
ok : C \rightarrow D : s.\text{end}, 
\text{quit} : C \rightarrow D : s.\text{end} 
\end{cases}
\]

(a) branching

The type (a) represents branching: since only one branch is selected, there is no conflict between the two actions \( C \rightarrow D : s \). On the other hand, (b) denotes a concurrent execution of two independent \( C \rightarrow D : s \), so an input conflict at \( D \) exists.

Linearity and its violation can be detected algorithmically, without infinite unfolding. First we observe we do need to unfold once.

\[
\mu t.(A \rightarrow B : s.\text{end} \mid B \rightarrow A : t.t)
\]

This is linear in its 0-th unfolding (i.e. we replace \( t \) with \( \text{end} \)): but when unfolded once, it becomes non-linear, as follows:

\[
A \rightarrow B : s.\text{end}, B \rightarrow A : t.\mu t.(A \rightarrow B : s.\text{end} \mid B \rightarrow A : t.t)
\]

since the two actions \( A \rightarrow B : s \) appear in parallel. This is witnessed by:

\[
\text{def}\ X(st) = ((s! \mid t?.s!.X(ts)) \mid s?.t!) \text{ in } X(ts)
\]

where \((s! \mid t?.s!.X(ts))\) belongs to \( A \) and \( s?.t! \) belongs to \( B \). Unfolding once is necessary also in global types that do not contain parallel global types. The example below shows a global type which satisfies the linearity condition:

\[
\mu t.A \rightarrow B : s.B \rightarrow C : s'.A \rightarrow C : s.t \tag{6}
\]

However, when unfolded once, it is no longer linear as:

\[
A \rightarrow B : s.B \rightarrow C : s'.A \rightarrow C : s.\mu t.A \rightarrow B : s.B \rightarrow C : s'.A \rightarrow C : s.t \tag{7}
\]

since there is no input and output dependencies between \( A \rightarrow C : s \) and \( A \rightarrow B : s \).

But in fact unfolding once turns out to be enough. Taking \( G \) as a syntax, let us call the one-time unfolding of \( G \) the result of unfolding once for each recursion in \( G \) (but never in carried types), and replacing the remaining variable with \( \text{end} \). For example, the type in (6) would be first transformed into the type in (7) and finally become:

\[
A \rightarrow B : s.B \rightarrow C : s'.A \rightarrow C : s.\mu t.A \rightarrow B : s.B \rightarrow C : s'.A \rightarrow C : s.\text{end}
\]

**Proposition 3.13.**

1. The one-time unfolding of a global type is linear if and only if its \( n \)-th unfolding is linear.
2. The linearity of a global type is decidable.

**Proof.** For (1), the if-direction is obvious. The only if-direction is proved by induction on \( n \). See Appendix A for the full proofs. (2) is an immediate corollary of (1). □

**Proposition 3.14.** Suppose \( G \) is linear and \( G \rightarrow G' \). Then \( G' \) is linear.

**Proof.** By induction on the last LTS rule applied. The cases [GR1,GR2,GR5,GR6] are obvious. We prove the case [GR3]. The case [GR4] is similar. Suppose \( G = p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \langle U \rangle, G_1 \rightarrow p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \langle U \rangle, G_2 = G' \) is derived by \( G_1 \rightarrow G_2 \) with \( p_2 \notin t \). Assume \( \ell = q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k' \langle U' \rangle \). Then we first prove if \( G \) satisfies the linearity condition, then \( k \neq k' \). Suppose by contradiction, \( k = k' \). Then there should be both output and input causalities from \( n = p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \) to \( n' = q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k \). If there is the IO-causality from \( n \) to \( n' \) in \( G \), then we cannot apply [GR3]. Hence there is only OO and II causalities from
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n to n’. In this case, we should have p_2 = q_2. This contradicts p_2 \not\in \ell in [GR3]. Thus we assume k \neq k’. Then there are three cases.

**Case (a)** If p_1, p_2, q_1, q_2 are pairwise-distinct, then p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k’ in G. Thus no dependency relation from p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k to any action n’ \neq q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k’ in G_1 is changed before and after the transition. Hence obviously p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec q_n’ \in G implies p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec n’ \in G’ for all n’ such that n’ \neq q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k’. Hence G’ is linear.

**Case (b)** Suppose p_1 = q_2 and others are pairwise distinct. Then p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec q_1 \rightarrow p_1 : k’ in G again. Hence by the same reasoning as above, p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec n’ \in G implies p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec n’ \in G’ in n’ \neq q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k’.

**Case (c)** Suppose p_1 = q_1 and others are pairwise distinct. Then again we have p_1 \rightarrow p_2 : k \not\prec q_1 \rightarrow q_2 : k’ in G. The rest is the same as the above cases. \(\square\)

### 4. TYPE DISCIPLINE FOR MULTIPARTY SESSIONS

#### 4.1. Programming Methodology for Multiparty Interactions

Once given global types as a description of global interactions among communicating processes, we can consider the following development steps for programs with multiparty sessions.

*Step 1.* A programmer describes an intended interaction scenario as global type G, and checks that it is linear.

*Step 2.* She develops code, one for the local behaviour of each participant, incrementally validating its conformance to the projection of G onto each participant by efficient type-checking.

The local behaviours might be developed by a team of programmers (who may as well be distributed geographically), in which case the use of a clear, precise global description is all the more essential. When programs are executed, their interactions are guaranteed to follow the stipulated scenario. Further, when transport issues interfere with communication, the global type gives a basic criteria by which communications are monitored and (in)validated at runtime. The type specification also serves as a basis for debugging, maintenance and upgrade.

For all these purposes, we need a type discipline which relates global types to communication behaviour of individual (end-point) programs, and guarantees key properties such as communication safety. This section introduces such a type discipline.

#### 4.2. End-point Types

*Syntax.* End-point session types or end-point types, ranged over by T, T’, ..., are types for the end-point behaviour of processes, acting as a link between the global types in Section 3, which give intended conversation structures of multiparty sessions, and processes in Section 2.1. The grammar is given in Figure 6 (the grammars for U and
S are repeated from Figure 4). All constructs come from binary session types [Honda et al. 1998] except for the following major changes for multiparty interactions.

— Since a process uses multiple channels for addressing multiple parties, a session type records the identity (number) of the session channel it uses at each action type.
— Since a type is used for type-checking each participant, we use a notation T@p (called located type) representing an end-point type T assigned to participant p. A located type is also used for delegation.

The rest remains identical to the original session types [Honda et al. 1998]. Type k?⟨U⟩; T represents the behaviour of inputting values of type U at s_k (assume s_1...s_n is shared at initialisation), then performing the actions represented by T. Similarly k!⟨U⟩; T is for sending.

Type k&{l_i: T_i}_{i ∈ I} describes a branching (external choice): it waits with n options at k, and then behaves as type T_i if the i-th label is selected; type k@{l_i: T_i}_{i ∈ I} represents the behaviour which selects one of the labels say l_i at k then behaves as T_i (internal choice). These four are action prefixes in end-point types. We call send and selection types output types and receive and branching input types. The rest is the same as the global types, demanding type variables occur guarded by a prefix and taking an equi-recursive approach for recursive types. We often omit end. Note that end-point types do not contain parallel composition, hence retaining simplicity.

**Projection and Coherence.** The following defines the projection of a global type to end-point types at each participant.

**DEFINITION 4.1 (PROJECTION).** The projection of G onto p, written G↾p, is inductively given as:

\[
(p_1 → p_2: k⟨U⟩. G'↾p) = \begin{cases} k!⟨U⟩; (G'↾p) & \text{if } p = p_1 \neq p_2 \\
   k?⟨U⟩; (G'↾p) & \text{if } p = p_2 \neq p_1 \\
   (G'↾p) & \text{if } p \neq p_2 \text{ and } p \neq p_1
\end{cases}
\]

\[
(p_1 → p_2: k\{l_j: G_j\}_{j ∈ J}↾p) = \begin{cases} k ⊕ \{l_j: (G_j↾p)\}_{j ∈ J} & \text{if } p = p_1 \neq p_2 \\
   k&\{l_j: (G_j↾p)\}_{j ∈ J} & \text{if } p = p_2 \neq p_1 \\
   (G_1↾p) & \text{if } p \neq p_2 \text{ and } p \neq p_1 \text{ and } \forall i, j ∈ J.G_i↾p = G_j↾p
\end{cases}
\]

\[
(G_1↾G_2↾p) = \begin{cases} G_i↾p & \text{if } p ∈ G_i \text{ and } p ∉ G_j, i ≠ j ∈ \{1, 2\} \\
   \text{end} & \text{if } p ∉ G_1 \text{ and } p ∉ G_2
\end{cases}
\]

\[
(μt.G↾p) = \begin{cases} μt.(G↾p) & \text{if } G↾p \neq \text{end} \\
   \text{end} & \text{t↾p = t \text{ and } p = \text{end}}
\end{cases}
\]

When none of the side conditions hold the map is undefined.

We regard the map to act on the syntax of global types. In the branching clause, all the projections of those participants whose behaviour does not depend on the branching should generate an identical end-point type (otherwise undefined); and in parallel composition, p should be contained in at most a single type, ensuring each type is single-threaded. Note that, for the sake of clarity, we forbid reflexive interactions directly in the definition of projection, making Convention 3.6 redundant. Below, in (2), the term T_p@p was introduced at the beginning of §4.2.

**DEFINITION 4.2 (COHERENCE).**
We say $G$ is coherent if it is linear and $G \mid p$ is well-defined for each $p \in \text{pid}(G)$, similarly for each carried global type inductively;

(2) $\{T_p@p\}_{p \in I}$ is coherent if for some coherent $G$ s.t. $I = \text{pid}(G)$, we have $G \mid p = T_p$ for each $p \in I$.

**Theorem 4.3.** Coherence of $G$ is decidable.

**Proof.** By Proposition 3.13 (2), noting that the projection is only applied to a given global type without unfolding. A complexity analysis is given in [Denielou and Yoshida 2010]. □

**Proposition 4.4.** Assume $G$ is coherent and $G \xrightarrow{\xi} G'$. Then $G'$ is coherent.

**Proof.** By Proposition 3.14, we only have to prove if $G$ is projectable then $G'$ is projectable. This can be done by induction on the last LTS rule applied. Cases [GR1,GR2] are straightforward by definition of projection, while [GR3,GR4,GR5,GR6] follow immediately by induction hypothesis. □

If the projection mapping is undefined, a global type is not coherent. Linearity guarantees linear channel usage including message-order preservation. The next examples demonstrate the need of these conditions.

### 4.3. Examples of Coherence

The following global type is linear but not coherent because the projection is undefined.

$$A \rightarrow B : k \{ \text{ok : } C \rightarrow D : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle, \text{ quit : } C \rightarrow D : k'\langle \text{nat} \rangle \}$$

(8)

Intuitively, when we project this type onto $C$ or $D$, regardless of the choice made by $A$, they should behave in the same way: participants $C$ and $D$ should be independent threads. If we change the above nat to bool as:

$$A \rightarrow B : k \{ \text{ok : } C \rightarrow D : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle, \text{ quit : } C \rightarrow D : k'\langle \text{bool} \rangle \}$$

(9)

we can define the coherent projection as follows:

$$\{ k \oplus \{ \text{ok : end, quit : end} \}@A, k\&\{ \text{ok : end, quit : end} \}@B \}
\quad
k'!'\langle \text{bool} \rangle@C, k'?'\langle \text{bool} \rangle@D \}
$$

As examples of end-point types which are not coherent, consider processes in the second case of Figure 5:

(II) **Bad** $\{ s!()@A, s?()@B, s!()@C \}$

This process is not coherent since the corresponding global type $A \rightarrow B : s.C \rightarrow B : s$ is not linear.

### 4.4. Typing System

The purpose of the typing system is to efficiently type behaviours which are built by programmers and hence which do not include runtime elements such as queues.

**Environments and Type Algebra.** The typing system uses a map from shared names to their sorts $(S, S', ..)$. As given in Figure 6, other than atomic types, a sort has the shape $\langle G \rangle$ assuming $G$ is coherent. Using these sorts, we define:

$$\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, u : S \mid \Gamma, X : \vec{S}\vec{T} \quad \Delta ::= \emptyset \mid \Delta, \vec{s} : \{T_p@p\}_{p \in I}$$

A *sorting* $(\Gamma, \Gamma', ..)$ is a finite map from names to sorts or from process variables to sequences of sorts and types. *Typing* $(\Delta, \Delta', ..)$ records linear usage of session channels. In binary sessions types, it assigns a type to a single channel; now it assigns a family of located types to a vector of session channels.
\( \Gamma, a : S \vdash a : S \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{true, false} : \text{bool} \quad \Gamma \vdash e_1 \lor e_2 : \text{bool} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash a : (G) \quad \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G | 1) \triangleleft I \quad \{1, \ldots, n\} = \text{pid}(G) \quad |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G) \)

\( \Gamma \vdash \alpha(n.\tilde{s} : P \triangleright \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash \alpha[2.n](\tilde{s} : P \triangleright \Delta) \)

\( \Gamma \vdash a : (G) \quad \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G | p) @ p \quad p \in \text{pid}(G) \quad |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G) \)

\( \forall j, \Gamma \vdash e_j : S_j \quad \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : T@qq \)

\( \Gamma \vdash \lambda i.\tilde{s} : P @ p \quad \Gamma \vdash s[k] ! (\tilde{e}) : P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k !(\tilde{S}) ; T@qq \)

\( \Gamma, x : \tilde{s} @ P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : T@qq \quad \Gamma \vdash s[k] ? (\tilde{x}) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k ? (\tilde{S}) ; T@qq \)

\( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : T@qq \)

\( \Gamma \vdash s[k] ! (t) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k !(T@qq \cap T@qq) ; T@qq, t : T@qq' \)

\( \Gamma \vdash s[k] ? (t) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k ? (T@qq \cap T@qq) ; T@qq \)

\( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : T@qq @ p \quad j \in I \)

\( \Gamma \vdash s[k] \ll l_j ; P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k \ll \{l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I @ p} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash P_i \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : T_i @ p \quad \forall i \in I \)

\( \Gamma \vdash s[k] \sqcup \{l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : k \sqcup \{l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I @ p} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright \Delta' \quad \Gamma \vdash P \mid Q \triangleright \Delta, \Delta' \)

\( \Gamma \vdash e \triangleright \text{bool} \quad \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{if } e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \triangleright \Delta \)

\( \Delta \text{ end only} \quad \Gamma, a : (G) \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash (\nu a) P \triangleright \Delta \quad \text{[NACT],[NRES]} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash e : \tilde{S} \quad \Delta \text{ end only} \quad \text{[VAR]} \)

\( \Gamma, X : \tilde{S} \triangleright X(\tilde{e} s_1 \ldots s_n) \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s}_1 : T_1 @ p_1, \ldots, \tilde{s}_n : T_n @ p_n \)

\( \Gamma, X : \tilde{S} \triangleright X @ p \quad \tilde{s} : T_1 @ p_1, \ldots, s_n : T_n @ p_n \quad \Gamma, X : \tilde{S} \triangleright Q \triangleright \Delta \quad \text{[DEF]} \)

\( \Gamma \vdash \text{def } X(\tilde{e} s_1 \ldots s_n) = P \text{ in } Q \triangleright \Delta \)

**Fig. 7.** Typing System for Expressions and Processes

---

**Notation 4.5.**

— We write \( \Delta, \Delta' \) to denote a typing made from the disjoint union of \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta' \) always assuming their domains contain disjoint sets of session channels.

— We write \( \tilde{s} : T@qq \) for a singleton typing \( \tilde{s} : \{T@qq\} \).

A family of located types is needed to link a set of session types to types of a set of processes created by the session initialisation.

---
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Typing System. The type assignment system for processes is given in Figure 7. We use the following judgements for processes and expressions, respectively:

\[ \Gamma \vdash P : \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash e : S \]

These read “under the environment \( \Gamma \), process \( P \) has typing \( \Delta \)” and “under the environment \( \Gamma \), expression \( e \) has type \( S \)”. If we set \( |\tilde{s}| = 1 \) and \( n = 2 \), and delete \( p \) from located type, the rules are essentially identical with those for the original binary session [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]. Below, we explain the key rules.

\([\text{NAME}],[\text{BOOL}],[\text{OR}]\) are the rules for the expressions and identical with [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007].

\([\text{MCAST}]\) is the rule for session request. The condition \( \Gamma \vdash a : \langle G \rangle \) says that sessions established on shared channel \( a \) will execute according to global type \( G \). Therefore, \( \tilde{s} \) must be used in the body \( P \) as the first projection of \( G \). Note how \( \tilde{s} \) are bound in \( \tilde{s}[2..n](\tilde{s}).P \) and therefore disappear from the typing. \([\text{MACC}]\) is for the session accept, taking the \( p \)-th projection. The end-point type \( \langle G | p \rangle@p \) means that the participant \( p \) has \( G | p \), which is the projection of \( G \) onto \( p \), as its end-point type. In both rules, condition \( |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G) \) (see Definition 3.5) ensures the number of session channels meets those in \( G \). The typing \( \tilde{s} : T@p \) (stands for \( \tilde{s} : \{T@p\} \)) means that each prefix does not contain parallel threads which share \( \tilde{s} \).

\([\text{SEND}]\) and \([\text{RCV}]\) are the rules for sending and receiving values. Since the \( k \)-th name \( s[k] \) of \( \tilde{s} \) is used as the subject, we record \( k \) in the type. Hence, vector \( \tilde{s} \) has type \( k!(\tilde{S}) ; T@p \) in \([\text{SEND}]\) and type \( k?\tilde{S} ; T@p \) in \([\text{RCV}]\), under the assumption that it is used as \( T@p \) by the subterm \( P \). Note how the relevant type prefixes \( k!(\tilde{S}) \) for the output and \( k?\tilde{S} \) for the input) are composed. In both rules, \( "p" \) in \( T@p \) ensures that \( P \) is (being inferred as) the behaviour for participant \( p \), and its domain should be \( \tilde{s} \).

\([\text{DELEG}]\) and \([\text{SREC}]\) are the rules for delegation of a session and its dual. Delegation of a multiparty session passes the whole remaining capability to participate in a multiparty session: thus operationally we send the whole vector of session channels. The carried type \( T' \) is located, making sure that the behaviour by the receiver at the passed channels takes the role of a specific participant (here \( p' \)) in the delegated multiparty session. The rest follows the standard delegation rule [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007], observing \([\text{DELEG}]\) says that \( t:T'@p' \) does not appear in \( P \), symmetrically to \([\text{SREC}]\) which uses the channels in \( P \).

\([\text{SEL}]\) and \([\text{BRANCH}]\), identical with [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007], are the rules for selection and branching.

\([\text{CONC}]\) composes two processes if their end-point types are disjoint.

\([\text{IF}]\), \([\text{INACT}]\), \([\text{VAR}]\), and \([\text{DEF}]\) are standard. \([\text{NRES}]\) is the restriction rule for shared name \( a \).

In \([\text{INACT}]\) and \([\text{VAR}]\), “end only” means \( \Delta \) only contains end as session types.

As for binary session types, the type checking problem for programs is decidable. Below we say \( \Gamma \) is well-formed when global types it uses are all coherent. A program (or a process) is annotated when each of its \( \nu \)-bound shared names is annotated by a well-formed global type.

**Proposition 4.6.** Let \( \Gamma \) be well-formed and \( P \) be an annotated program. Then it is decidable whether \( \Gamma \vdash P : \emptyset \) is derivable or not.

**Proof.** By annotation, in each typing rule in Figure 7, the conclusion uniquely determines its premise(s). Note also, by well-formedness, projection of global types \( P \) may use is always well-defined. \( \square \)

In this article, we leave open the generalisation of the result to non-annotated programs, and the corresponding result for type inference.
4.5. Typing Examples

**Two Buyer Protocol.** Write \( a(2, b_1, b_2, b_3, s).Q_1 \) and \( a(2)(b_1, b_2, b_3, s).Q_2 \) for Buyer1 and Buyer 2 in §2.3. Then \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) have the following typing under \( \Gamma = \{ a : \langle G \rangle \} \) where \( G \) is given in the corresponding example in § 3.4, letting \( Bi = i, S = 3, b_1 = 1, b_2 = 2, b_3 = 3 \) and \( s = 4 \) and assuming \( P_1, P_2, Q \) are 0:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma & \vdash Q_1 \triangleright s : \text{string}; b_1? \langle \text{int} \rangle; b_2! \langle \text{int} \rangle @B1 \\
\Gamma & \vdash Q_2 \triangleright s : b_2? \langle \text{int} \rangle; b_2? \langle \text{int} \rangle; s \oplus \{ \text{ok} : \langle \text{string} \rangle; b_2? \langle \text{date} \rangle; \text{end}; \text{quit} : \text{end} \} @B2
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly for Seller. After prefixing at \( a \), we can compose all three by [CONC].

**A Streaming Protocol.** Let \( \Gamma = \{ a : \langle G' \rangle \} \) where \( G' \) is from the streaming example in § 3.4. Let \( d = 1, k = 2, c = 3, K = 1, DP = 2, C = 3 \) and \( KP = 4 \). Write \( R_1, R_2, R_3 \) and \( R_4 \) for the processes under the initial prefixes of Kernel, DataProducer, Consumer and KeyProducer, respectively. We can type them as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma & \vdash R_1 \triangleright dkc : \mu.t.d? \langle \text{bool} \rangle; k? \langle \text{bool} \rangle; c! \langle \text{bool} \rangle; t@K \\
\Gamma & \vdash R_2 \triangleright dkc : \mu.t.dl \langle \text{bool} \rangle; t@DP \\
\Gamma & \vdash R_4 \triangleright dkc : \mu.t.c? \langle \text{bool} \rangle; t@C
\end{align*}
\]

\( R_4 \) is similar as \( R_2 \). Note these types correspond to the projection of \( G' \) onto respective participants: thus Kernel, DataProducer, Consumer and KeyProducer are typable programs under \( \Gamma \), which can be composed to make the initial configuration.

**Delegation.** One source of the expressiveness of the session types comes from a facility of delegation (often called higher-order session passing). We will type the example in § 3.4 and see the relationship with global and end-point types. Consider the following three participants:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Alice} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} a(2)(t_1, t_2).b(2, s_1, s_2).t_1!(s_1, s_2); 0 \\
\text{Bob} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} a(2)(t_1, t_2).b(t_1)(s_1, s_2).t_1?(s_1, s_2); s_1! \langle 1 \rangle; 0 \\
\text{Carol} & \overset{\text{def}}{=} b(t_2)(s_1, s_2).s_1!(x); P
\end{align*}
\]

where Alice delegates its capability to Bob. Since there are two multicasts, there are two global specifications, one for \( a \) and another for \( b \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
G_a & = A \rightarrow B: t_1 \langle s_1! \langle \text{int} \rangle @A \rangle . \text{end} \\
G_b & = A \rightarrow C: s_1 \langle \text{int} \rangle . \text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

where the type \( s_1! \langle \text{int} \rangle @A \) means the capability to send an integer from participant \( A \) via channel \( s_1 \). This capability is passed to \( B \) so that \( B \) behaves as \( A \). However, since the two specifications are independent, \( C \) does not have to know who would pass the capability.

Let \( (\text{Alice} \mid \text{Bob} \mid \text{Carol}) \rightarrow (\nu \bar{s})\langle A \mid B \mid C \mid R \rangle \) where \( A, B, C \) are the processes of Alice, Bob and Carol after the initial multicasting and \( R \) is the generated queues. Let \( s_1 = 1, t_1 = 1, A = 1, B = 2, C = 3 \). We have the following typings under \( \Gamma \) with \( P \equiv 0 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma & \vdash A \triangleright \bar{t} : t_1! \langle s_1! \langle \text{int} \rangle @A \rangle @A, \bar{s} : s_1! \langle \text{int} \rangle @A \\
\Gamma & \vdash B \triangleright \bar{t} : t_1? \langle s_1! \langle \text{int} \rangle @A \rangle @B \\
\Gamma & \vdash C \triangleright \bar{s} : s_1? \langle \text{int} \rangle @C
\end{align*}
\]

where each end-point type reflects the original global specifications (e.g. Carol does not know Alice passed the capability to Bob and Bob behaves as Alice). These types give projections of \( G_a \) and \( G_b \).
SAFETY AND PROGRESS

This section establishes the fundamental behavioural properties of typed processes. We follow three technical steps:

1. We extend the typing rules to include those for runtime processes which involve message queues.
2. We define reduction over session typings which eliminates a pair of minimal complementary actions from end-point types.
3. We then relate the reduction of processes and that of typings: showing the latter follows the former gives us subject reduction (Theorem 5.19), safety (Theorem 5.22) and session fidelity (Corollary 5.23), while showing the former follows the latter under a certain condition gives us progress (Corollary 5.30).

By the correspondence between end-point types and global types, these results guarantee that interactions between typed processes exactly follow the conversation scenario specified in a global type.

Note that the typing system for runtime processes we shall introduce in this section is used solely for establishing the behavioural properties of typed processes, tracing how typability is preserved during reduction. This is in contrast to the simple typing system in § 4 which is for typing programs and program phrases.

5.1. Typing Runtime

How to Type a Queue. We first illustrate a key idea underlying our runtime typing using the following example.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(10)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
1!3; 1!(\text{true}); 0 \\
2 \quad s::3 \\
2 \quad s?x; s?y; 0
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Above, process 1 sends an integer and a boolean to process 2 through queue \(s::\emptyset\). Process 1 can be typed with \(s:1!(\text{nat}); 1!(\text{bool}); \text{end}p\) while process 2 by \(s:1!(\text{nat}); 1!(\text{bool}); \text{end}q\). After a reduction, (10) changes into:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(11)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
1!(\text{true}); 0 \\
2 \quad s::3 \\
2 \quad s?x; s?y; 0
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that (11) is identical with (10) except that an output prefix in (10) changes its place to the queue. Thus we can go back from (11) to (10) by placing this message on the top of the process. A key idea in our runtime typing is to carry out this "rollback of a message" in typing, using an end-point type with a hole (a type context) for typing a queue. For example we type the queue in (11) as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(12)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
s: \{1!(\text{nat}); []@p, []@q \}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Labels in a queue are also typed using a type context. For example \(k \cdot l_1 \cdot \text{true} \cdot l_2\) can be typed with

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(13)} & \quad k \oplus l_1 : k!(\text{bool}); k \oplus l_2 : [],
\end{align*}
\]

omitting braces for a singleton selection. Now consider reduction

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(14)} & \quad s_i \triangleleft \text{ok}; P | s_i : \emptyset \rightarrow P | s_i : \text{ok}.
\end{align*}
\]

Assume we type the left-hand side as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(15)} & \quad \bar{s} : k \oplus \{\text{ok} : T, \text{quit} : T'\}@p.
\end{align*}
\]
After the reduction, we obtain the type for \( P \) as
\[
\hat{s} : T@p.
\] (16)
and the type for the queue as:
\[
\hat{s} : k \oplus \{ \text{ok} : [ ] \}@p.
\] (17)
By combining (16) and (17) as before, we obtain
\[
\hat{s} : k \oplus \{ \text{ok} : T \}@p.
\] (18)
We now observe that the located type in (18) is a **subtype** of the located type in (15) in the standard session subtyping [Gay and Hole 2005; Carbone et al. 2007; 2012], which is formally defined as [Pierce and Sangiorgi 1996]:

**Definition 5.1.** The subtyping over end-point types, denoted \( \leq_{\text{sub}} \), is the maximal fixed point of function \( F \) that maps each binary relation \( \mathcal{R} \) on end-point types as regular trees to \( F(\mathcal{R}) \) given as:

- if \( (T, T') \in \mathcal{R} \) then \( (k!\langle U \rangle; T, k!\langle U \rangle; T') \in F(\mathcal{R}) \) and \( (k?\langle U \rangle; T, k?\langle U \rangle; T') \in F(\mathcal{R}) \)
- if \( (T_i, T'_i) \in \mathcal{R} \) for each \( i \in I \subset J \) then \( (\oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I}, \oplus\{l'_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}) \in F(\mathcal{R}) \) and \( (\&\{l_j : T_j\}_{j \in J}, \&\{l'_i : T'_i\}_{i \in I}) \in F(\mathcal{R}) \).

If \( T \leq_{\text{sub}} T' \) then \( T \) is a subtype of \( T' \) whereas \( T' \) is a supertype of \( T \).

Note that we do not have a subsumption rule for a program in Figure 7. On the other hand, we require a subtyping relation between located types to type runtime processes.

Since \( k \oplus \{ \text{ok} : T \} \leq_{\text{sub}} k \oplus \{ \text{ok} : T, \text{quit} : T' \} \), we can type the reductum in (14) using the located type given in (15), which is a supertype of the located type in (18), through the standard subsumption, achieving the required rollback.

**Type Contexts.** Below, we formalise the notion of type context used in the previous section.

**Definition 5.2.** The type contexts \( (\Delta, \Delta', \ldots) \) and the extended session typing \( (\Delta, \Delta', \ldots \text{ as before}) \) are given as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{T} & ::= \emptyset | \{ \} | k!\langle U \rangle; T | k \oplus l_i : T \\
\mathcal{H} & ::= \emptyset | T | \mathcal{H} \\
\Delta & ::= \emptyset | \Delta, \hat{s} : \{ H_p @ p \}_{p \in I}
\end{align*}
\]
Thus a type context represents a sequence of outputs and singleton selections which ends with a hole. As before, the notation \( \Delta, \Delta' \) denotes the union assuming the domains should not include a common channel name. The **isomorphism** \( \approx \) on type contexts is generated from permutations given below:

**Definition 5.3 (Permutation).** In addition to the folding/unfolding of recursive types, we consider end-point types up to the following isomorphism (closed under all type constructors).
\[
\begin{align*}
k!\langle U \rangle; k!\langle U' \rangle; T & \approx k!\langle U' \rangle; k!\langle U \rangle; T \quad (k \neq k') \\
k \oplus \{l_i : k \oplus \{l'_j : T_{ij}\}_{j \in J}\}_{i \in I} & \approx k \oplus \{l'_j : k \oplus \{l_i : T_{ij}\}_{i \in I}\}_{j \in J} \quad (k \neq k') \\
k \oplus \{l_i : k!\langle U \rangle; T_{ij}\}_{i \in I} & \approx k!\langle U \rangle ; k \oplus \{l_i : T_{ij}\}_{i \in I} \quad (k \neq k')
\end{align*}
\] (19) \hspace{1cm} (20) \hspace{1cm} (21)
The equations permute two consecutive outputs or selections with different subjects, capturing asynchrony in communication.
\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_i \Delta & \quad \Delta \leq \Delta' \quad \text{[SUBS],[QNIL]} \\
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_i \Delta' & \quad \Delta \text{ end only} \\
\Gamma \vdash \Delta \triangleright \Delta' & \quad \text{QVAL} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] \vdash T \triangleright s[k] \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : ((T \triangleright q) \cup R) & \quad R = \{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] : \tilde{h} \triangleright s[k] \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : (\{T[k]! (T' \triangleright p')\} \cup T \triangleright q) \cup R) & \quad R = \{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] \vdash T \triangleright s[k] \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : ((T[k] \triangleright q) \cup R) & \quad R = \{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] : \tilde{h} \triangleright s[k] \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : ((T[k] \triangleright q) \cup R) & \quad R = \{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \\
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_i \Delta & \quad \Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright_{i', i_2} \Delta', \tilde{i}_1 \cap \tilde{i}_2 = \emptyset \quad \Delta \times \Delta' \quad \text{[CONC]} \\
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_i \Delta, \tilde{s} : \{T_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} & \quad \tilde{s} \in \tilde{t} \quad \text{coherent} \\
\Gamma \vdash (\nu \tilde{s}) P \triangleright_{i, \tilde{s}} \Delta & \quad \text{[CRS]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 8. Selected Typing Rules for Runtime Processes

Assignments in \( \Delta \) may contain both end-point types and type contexts. Below, we define the partial commutative algebra \( \circ \) where \( \text{sid}(T) \) are the channel numbers in \( T \).

\[
T \circ T = T \circ T = T[T] \\
T \circ T' = T[T'] \quad (\text{sid}(T) \cap \text{sid}(T') = \emptyset)
\]

In the first rule, we place the output types of message queues on that of a process. In the second, we compose the type contexts for two sets of messages from the mutually disjoint sets of queues. Note \( T \circ T' \) is defined iff \( T' \circ T \) is defined and in which case we have \( T[T'] = T'[T] \). Note also \( T \circ T' \) is never defined.

Below we define a simple algebra of environments for runtime processes.

**Definition 5.4 (Type Algebra).** A partial operator \( \circ \) is defined as:

\[
\{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \circ \{H'_{p'} \circ p'\}_{p' \in J} = \{(H \circ H'_{p'}) \circ p \in I \cap J \cup \{H_p \circ p\}_{p \in I} \cup \{H'_{p'} \circ p'\}_{p' \in J}
\]

assuming each \( \circ \) on the right-hand side is defined. Otherwise the operation is undefined. Then we say \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \) are compatible, written \( \Delta_1 \asymp \Delta_2 \), if for all \( \tilde{s} \in \text{dom}(\Delta_1) \) such that \( \tilde{s}_1 \cap \tilde{s}_2 \neq \emptyset \), \( \tilde{s} = \tilde{s}_1 = \tilde{s}_2 \) and \( \Delta_1(\tilde{s}) \circ \Delta_2(\tilde{s}) \) is defined. When \( \Delta_1 \asymp \Delta_2 \), the composition of \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \), written \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 \), is given as:

\[
\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \{ \Delta_1(\tilde{s}) \circ \Delta_2(\tilde{s}) \mid \tilde{s} \in \text{dom}(\Delta_1) \cap \text{dom}(\Delta_2) \} \cup \Delta_1 \setminus \text{dom}(\Delta_2) \cup \Delta_2 \setminus \text{dom}(\Delta_1)
\]

The operation \( \Delta \circ \Delta' \) is undefined if \( \Delta \asymp \Delta' \) does not hold.

5.2. Typing Rules for Runtime

To guarantee that there is at most one queue for each channel, we use the typing judgement refined as:

\[
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_i \Delta
\]

where \( \tilde{s} \) (regarded as a set) records the session channels associated with the message queues. The typing rules for runtime are given in Figure 8. [SUBS] allows subsumption
(≤sub is extended pointwise from types). [QNIL] starts from the empty hole for each participant, recording the session channel in the judgement. [QVAL] says when we enqueue v, the type for v is added at the tail. [QSESS] and [QSEL] are the corresponding rules for delegated channels and a label.

[INACT] allows weakening for empty queue types, while [CONC] is refined to prohibit duplicated message queues. The rule does not use coherence (cf. Def.4.2 (2)) since coherence is meaningful only when all participants and queues are ready.

In [CRd], since we are hiding session channels, we now know no other participants can be added. Hence we check all message queues are composed and the given configuration at s is coherent.

For the rest, we refine the original typing rules in Figure 7 not appearing in Figure 8 as follows (the full typing rules are listed in Appendix B).

— For [MCAST],[MACC],[RCV],[SREC],[BRANCH] and [DEF], we replace \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \) with \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta \).

— [VAR] is similar to [INACT] (so that a queue can never occur in processes realising participants).

— For both [DEF] and [NRES], we replace \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \) by \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright _s \Delta \).

Using these typing rules, we can check that the configurations at the beginning of this section, (10) and (11), are given an identical typing by “rolling back” the type of the message in the queues; similarly for the next redex and reductum pair in the same page, (15) and (16).

The typability in the original system in §4 and the one in this system coincide for processes without runtime elements.

**PROPOSITION 5.5.** Let \( P \) be a program phrase and \( \Delta \) be without a type context. Then \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \) in the typing system in §4 iff \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta \) is derived without using [SUBS] in the typing system in this section.

**PROOF.** See Appendix B. □

**PROPOSITION 5.6.** If \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright s[i..m] \Delta \) then \( P \) has a unique queue at \( s[i] \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m \)), no other queue at a free channel occurs in \( P \), and no queue in \( P \) is under any prefix.

**PROOF.** It is routine by rule induction, see Appendix B.2. □

5.3. Type Reduction

Next we introduce a reduction relation over session typings, which abstractly represents interaction in processes at session channels. Below we assume well-formedness of types and typing.

**DEFINITION 5.7 (TYPE REDUCTION).** The syntax of labels \( (\ell, \ell', ...) \) of local types is defined as follows:

\[
\ell ::= p \to p': k(U) \mid p \to p': k[l] \mid p \to p': s[k](U) \mid p \to p': s[k](l)
\]
We generate $\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta'$ by the following rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
  k! \langle U \rangle ; H @ p, & \, k? \langle U \rangle ; T @ q \xrightarrow{p \rightarrow q \rightarrow k (U)} H @ p, \, T @ q \quad \text{[TR-COM]} \\
  k \ominus \{l : H, \ldots \} @ p, & \, k \& \{l : T, \ldots \} @ q \xrightarrow{p \rightarrow q \rightarrow k (l)} H @ p, \, T @ q \quad \text{[TR-BRA]} \\
  H_1 @ p_1, \, H_2 @ p_2 \xrightarrow{s} H_1' @ p_1, \, H_2' @ p_2 \quad & p_1, p_2 \in I \quad k \in \ell \quad \text{[TR-CONTEXT]} \\
  \s: \{H_1 @ p_1, \, H_2 @ p_2, \ldots \} \in I, \, \Delta \xrightarrow{\ell (s[k]/k)} \s: \{H_1' @ p_1, \, H_2' @ p_2, \ldots \} \in I, \, \Delta \quad & \Delta \approx \Delta_0 \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_0' \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta' \quad \text{[TR-ISO]}
\end{align*}
\]

In the sequel, we investigate the relationship between the LTS semantics of global and local types to prove the key properties for the main theorems.

**Definition 5.8 (Full Projection).** Assume $G$ is coherent. Then the full projection of $G$, denoted by $[G]$ is defined as the set $\{(G \mid p) @ p \mid p \in \operatorname{pid}(G)\}$. We write $[G] \xrightarrow{\ell} [G ']$ if $\s : [G] \xrightarrow{\ell (s[k]/k)} \s : [G ']$.

**Definition 5.9 (Coherence and Partial Coherence of Typings).** (1) We say $\Delta$ is coherent if $\Delta(\s)$ is coherent for each $\s \in \operatorname{dom}(\Delta)$. (2) $\Delta$ is partially coherent if for some $\Delta'$ we have $\Delta \sim \Delta'$ and $\Delta \cap \Delta'$ is coherent.

The following lemma states that for any type reduction in the local types projected from $G$, its corresponding action $p_i \rightarrow p_j : k$ in $G$ is the minimum with respect to $\prec_\phi$.

**Lemma 5.10 (Projection and Causality).** Assume $[G] = \{T_i @ p_i \}_{i \in I}$ and there exists $i, j \in I$ such that $T_i @ p_i, \, T_j @ p_j \xrightarrow{s} T_i' @ p_i, \, T_j' @ p_j$ with $k \in \ell$. Then there is no action $q \rightarrow q' : k' \in G$ such that $(q \rightarrow q' : k') \prec_\phi (p_i \rightarrow p_j : k) \in G$ with either (i) $\phi \in \{I, II\}$ or (ii) $\phi = SO$ and $k = k'$.

**Proof.** By the linearity of $G$, if $T_i$ is the output type at $k$, then there is no output type at $k$ except $T_i$. Similarly if $T_j$ is an input type at $k$, there is no input type at $k$ except $T_j$ in $[G]$. Then it is obvious by the definition of $\prec$. □

The key lemma which states the one-to-one correspondence between the semantics of a global type and the semantics of its projected local types follows.

**Lemma 5.11 (Global and Local Types).** Suppose $G$ is coherent. Then $G \xrightarrow{\ell} G'$ iff $[G] \xrightarrow{\ell} [G']$.

**Proof.** The only-if direction is straightforward by definition of $[G]$. We prove the if direction by induction on the derivation of $[G] \xrightarrow{\ell} [G']$.

Let us first analyse the case where either [TR-COM] or [TR-BRA] are in the premise of [TR-CONTEXT]. If $p_1$ and $p_2$ are toplevel in $G$ then we can straightforwardly use [GR1] and [GR2] from Definition 3.2. Otherwise, if [TR-BRA] is in the premise, then it must be the case that both $p_1$ and $p_2$ are not top level in $G$. This follows by the definition of projection and applicability of [TR-CONTEXT] with [TR-ISO] not in the premise. In such a case, by definition of projection, all roles different from $p_1$ and $p_2$ must behave the same on each branch. Hence, the precondition of [GR4] is satisfied and we can apply such rule. Note that the global type obtained after reduction can be projected to the reductum of [TR-CONTEXT] as expected. The case where [T-COM] is used in the premise of [TR-CONTEXT] is similar.
If \([\text{TR-ISO}]\) is in the premise of \([\text{TR-CONTEXT}]\) then we must have done a permutation of some outputs/selections. We show that such a behaviour can be emulated by the global type semantics. Suppose that

\[
\tilde{s} : [G] = \tilde{s} : \{k!(U); k!\langle U'\rangle; T_1 @ 1, k?\langle U\rangle; T_2 @ 2, k'\langle U'\rangle; T_3 @ 3\}
\]

\[
\Delta \rightarrow \tilde{s} : [G'] = \tilde{s} : \{k!(U'); T_1 @ 1, k?\langle U\rangle; T_2 @ 2, k'\langle U'\rangle; T_3 @ 3\}
\]

where \(G = 1 \rightarrow 2 : k\langle U\rangle, 1 \rightarrow 3 : k'\langle U'\rangle, G_1\) and \(G' = 1 \rightarrow 3 : k'\langle U'\rangle, G_1\) with \(\ell_0[s[k]/k] = \ell\).

Now, suppose

\[
\tilde{s} : [G] \approx \tilde{s} : \{k!(U'); k!(U); T_1 @ 1, k?\langle U\rangle; T_2 @ 2, k'\langle U'\rangle; T_3 @ 3\}
\]

\[
\tilde{s} : [G_0] = \tilde{s} : \{k!(U); T_1 @ 1, k?\langle U\rangle; T_2 @ 2, T_3 @ 3\}
\]

by (19) in Definition 5.3 where \(G_0 = 1 \rightarrow 2 : k\langle U\rangle, G_1\). By the definition of LTS ((GR3) in Definition 3.2), we can obtain \(G_1 \rightarrow \tilde{s} G_0\) with \(\ell_0'[s[k]/k] = \ell'\), as required. Other cases are similar. \(\square\)

The following lemma states that the transitions from global types and projected local types are deterministic.

**Lemma 5.12** (Determinacy).

1. Suppose \(G\) is coherent. Then \(G \xrightarrow{\ell} G_1\) and \(G \xrightarrow{\ell} G_2\) imply \(G_1 \approx G_2\).
2. Suppose \(\Delta\) is coherent. Then \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_1\) and \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_2\) imply \(\Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2\).
3. Suppose \(\Delta\) is coherent, and \(G \xrightarrow{\ell_1} G_1\) and \(G \xrightarrow{\ell_2} G_2\) with \(k \in \ell_1, \ell_2\). Then \(\ell_1 = \ell_2\).
4. Suppose \(\Delta\) is coherent, and \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell_1} \Delta_1\) and \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell_2} \Delta_2\) with \(s[k] \in \ell_1, \ell_2\). Then \(\ell_1 = \ell_2\).

**Proof.** (1) is immediate noting that if \(G_1 \mid G_2 \xrightarrow{\ell} G_1\) then \(G_2 \not\xrightarrow{\ell}\) (since the participants are disjoint between \(G_1\) and \(G_2\)). (2) is by (1) and Lemma 5.10. (3) and (4) are similar with (1) and (2), respectively. \(\square\)

The following proposition states that (1) transitions of \(\Delta\) is closed under \(\approx\); (2,3) \(\Delta\) is invalidant w.r.t. partial and coherence; and (4) the transition of a global type and its mapping have exact correspondence.

**Proposition 5.13.**

1. \(\Delta_1 \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_1'\) and \(\Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2\) imply \(\Delta_1' \approx \Delta_2\) and \(\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_1' \circ \Delta_2\).
2. Let \(\Delta\) be coherent. Then \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta'\) implies \(\Delta'\) is coherent.
3. Let \(\Delta\) be partial coherent. Then \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta'\) implies \(\Delta'\) is partial coherent.
4. Let \(\Delta\) be coherent and \(\Delta(s) = [G]\). Then \(\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta' G'\) with \(s[k] \in \ell\) iff \(G^\ell[k/s[k]]\) \(G'\) with \(\Delta'(s) = [G']\).

**Proof.** For (1) suppose \(\Delta_1 \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_1'\) with \(s[k] \in \ell\) and \(\Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2\). Note by definition of \(\Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2\), each pair of vectors of channels from \(\Delta_1, \Delta_2\) either coincide or are disjoint, i.e. (a) \(s[k] \in s \in \text{dom}(\Delta_1) \cap \text{dom}(\Delta_2)\) or (b) \(s[k] \in s \in \text{dom}(\Delta_1)\) and \(s \not\in \text{dom}(\Delta_2)\) with \(i \neq j\). For case (a), since the typed reduction only erases the top input and output pair in \(\Delta_1\), we have \(\Delta_1' \approx \Delta_2\) by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 5.12 (2). Then \(\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta_1' \circ \Delta_2\) by definition.

Case (b) is vacuous since the reduction does not relate to the domain of \(\Delta_2\). Hence \(\Delta_1' \approx \Delta_2\).
Assume given a derivation of $\Gamma$ which is identical with the original one except that the last two rules used are permuted. By coherence we can write $\Delta(\bar{s})$ as $[\Gamma]$ for some coherent $G$. By Lemma 5.11, there exists $G'$ such $G \xrightarrow{\ell} G'$ such that $\ell'[s[k]/k] = \ell$ and $[G'] = \Delta'(\bar{s})$. Then by Proposition 4.4, $G'$ is coherent. Hence $[G']$ and $\Delta'(\bar{s})$ are both coherent.

Implication (3) is immediate from (1) and (2).

Finally the only if-direction of (4) follows directly from Definition 5.8, while the if direction is immediate by Lemma 5.11. $\Box$

5.4. Subject Reduction and Communication Safety

For subject reduction we use the following lemmas. In the first lemma below, we say that two typings, $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$, share a common target channel in their type contexts when, for some $\bar{s}$ and $k$, we have: (1) $T_1 \otimes p \in \Delta_1(\bar{s})$ and $T_2 \otimes p \in \Delta_2(\bar{s})$; and (2) $k! \langle U \rangle$ or $k \odot l$ occurs in $T_1$ and $k! \langle U' \rangle$ or $k \odot l'$ occurs in $T_2$ (i.e. they have an output/selection type at a shared channel).

LEMMA 5.14 (PARTIAL COMMUTATIVITY AND ASSOCIATIVITY OF $\circ$). $\circ$ on typings is partially commutative and associative with identity $\emptyset$ under the condition that, whenever we compose two typings, they never share a target channel in their type contexts (in the above sense).

PROOF. See Appendix B.3. $\Box$

LEMMA 5.15. Assume $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$. Then all free names and free variables in $P$ occur in $\Gamma$ and all free channels in $P$ occur in $\Delta$.

Below a derivation of $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$ is a derivation tree of the typing rules for runtime processes (fully listed in Appendix B) whose conclusion is $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$.

LEMMA 5.16 (PERMUTATION). (1) Assume given a derivation of $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$ which uses $[\mathsf{SUBS}]$ at its last two steps. Then $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$ has a derivation identical with the original one except its last two steps are replaced by a single application of $[\mathsf{SUBS}]$. (2) Assume given a derivation of $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$ which uses $[\mathsf{SUBS}]$ as its last rule and another rule which is not one of $[\mathsf{SUBS}]$, $[\mathsf{SEL}]$ and $[\mathsf{BRANCH}]$. Then $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_2 \Delta$ has a derivation which is identical with the original one except that the last two rules used are permuted.

PROOF. (1) is immediate from the transitivity of $[\mathsf{SUBS}]$. (2) is routine. $\Box$

LEMMA 5.17 (QUEUE). The following rules are admissible in the typing system for runtime processes. Below, let $\bar{s} = s[1..k..n]$ and let us assume that occurrences of $\circ$ in the premise of each rule are well-defined.

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash s[k] :: h \triangleright_2 \Delta \circ \bar{s} : \{T \otimes p\} & \quad \Gamma \vdash \bar{s} \triangleright \bar{s} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] :: h \cdot \bar{s} \triangleright_2 \Delta \circ \bar{s} : \{T[k] \langle \bar{s} \rangle; \ldots; \otimes p\} & \quad \text{[QVAL]} \\
\Gamma \vdash s[k] :: h \cdot \bar{s} \triangleright_2 \Delta \circ \bar{s} : \{T \otimes p\} & \quad \{\ell\text{ fresh}\} \\
\Gamma \vdash \bar{s} :: h \cdot \bar{s} \triangleright_2 \Delta \circ \bar{s} : \{T[k] \langle T \otimes p' \rangle, \ldots; \otimes p, \ell \in \{T \otimes p\}\} & \quad \text{[QSESS]}
\end{align*}$$

---

Whenever we compose two processes, their typings never share a common target channel in their type contexts in this sense because, by the disjointness of mentioned channels for queues, target channels in type contexts can never coincide.

---
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We also say and write:

\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ T \oplus p \} \]
\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: h \cdot \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ T[k \oplus \ldots, l : [\ldots]] \oplus p \} \]  

\[ [QSEL] \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{v} \cdot \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ k!(\tilde{S}); T \oplus p \} \]
\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: h \cdot \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ T \oplus p \} \]

\[ [QVALDQ] \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: l \cdot \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ k \oplus l : T \oplus p \} \]
\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: h \cdot \tilde{h}_x \Delta \circ \tilde{s} : \{ T \oplus p \} \]

\[ [QSELDQ] \]

**Proof.** See Appendix B.2. □

Below we do not require the substitution lemmas for session channels and process variables, cf. [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007].

**Lemma 5.18 (Substitution and Weakening).** (1) (substitution) \( \Gamma, x : S \vdash P \triangleright_x \Delta \) and \( \Gamma \vdash v : S \) imply \( \Gamma \vdash P[v/x] \triangleright_x \Delta \). (2) (weakening) Whenever \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_x \Delta \) is derivable then its weakening, \( \Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_x \Delta, \Delta' \) for disjoint \( \Delta' \) where \( \Delta' \) contains only empty type contexts and for types end, is also derivable.

**Proof.** Standard, see [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]. □

Among the lemmas above, the lemmas for queues are needed for treating reduction involving queues in the present asynchronous operational semantics. We can now establish subject reduction.

**Theorem Reduction, Communication Safety and Session Fidelity.** By the above proposition and the substitution lemma, we obtain:

**Theorem 5.19 (Subject Congruence and Reduction).**

(1) \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_x \Delta \) and \( P \equiv P' \) imply \( \Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_x \Delta \).

(2) \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_x \Delta \) such that \( \Delta \) is coherent and \( P \rightarrow P' \) imply \( \Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_x \Delta' \) where \( \Delta = \Delta' \) or \( \Delta \rightarrow \Delta' \) for some \( \ell \).

(3) \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_\emptyset \emptyset \) and \( P \rightarrow P' \) imply \( \Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_\emptyset \emptyset \).

**Proof.** See Appendix B.4. □

**Remark 5.20.** Theorem 5.19 (3) and the subsequent results (in particular Theorem 5.22 and Corollary 5.30 below) tell us, through Proposition 5.5, that the typing system in § 4, which is for programs and program phrases, guarantees type safety and other significant behavioural properties for typable programs, noting typability of (annotated) programs is decidable by Proposition 4.6.

Theorem 5.19 immediately entails the lack of the standard type errors in expressions (such as true + 3). The type discipline also satisfies, as in the preceding session type disciplines [Honda et al. 1998], communication error freedom, including linear usage of channels. We first introduce the reduction context \( \mathcal{E} \) as follows:

\[ \mathcal{E} ::= \mathcal{E} \mid P \mid P \mathcal{E} \mid (\nu n) \mathcal{E} \mid \text{def } D \text{ in } \mathcal{E} \]

We also say and write:
A prefix is at \( s \) (resp. at \( a \)) if its subject (i.e., its initial channel) is \( s \) (resp. \( a \)). Further

a prefix is emitting if it is request, output, delegation or selection, otherwise it is receiving.

A prefix is active if it is not under a prefix or an if branch, after any unfoldings by

[DEF]. We write \( P\langle s\rangle \) if \( P \) contains an active subject at \( s \) after applying [DEF], and

\( P\langle s!\rangle \) (resp. \( P\langle s?\rangle \)) if \( P \) contains an emitting (resp. receiving) active prefix at \( s \).

\( P \) has a redex at \( s \) if it has an active prefix at \( s \) among its redexes.

Below and henceforth we safely confuse a channel (as a number) in a typing and the corresponding free session channel of a process.

**Lemma 5.21.** Assume \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \) s.t. \( \Delta \circ \Delta_0 \) is coherent for some \( \Delta_0 \).

(1) If \( P\langle s\rangle \) then \( P \) contains either a unique active prefix at \( s \) or a unique active emitting

prefix and a unique active receiving prefix at \( s \).

(2) If \( P \) contains an active emitting (resp. receiving) prefix at \( s \) then \( \Delta \) contains an

emitting (resp. receiving) minimal prefix at \( s \).

**Proof.** By easy rule induction, see Appendix B.6. \( \Box \)

The following result adapts the standard properties for synchronous session types [Takeuchi et al. 1994; Honda et al. 1998; Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007] to multiparty asynchronous session types. Note that reductions may go wrong for several reasons. Traditional problems include non-boolean values in a conditional, as in

\[ \text{def} \ X(y x) = P \text{ in } X \text{(true).} \]

Here, we are instead interested in communication safety, which ensures there is no error when participants interact with each other. Since interactions always happen at session channels, we focus on the linearity property (no races) and the interactions between processes and their corresponding queue. Below we assume the standard bound name convention.

**Theorem 5.22 (Communication Safety).** Suppose \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \) s.t. \( \Delta \) is coherent and \( P \) has a redex at the.

Then:

(1) (linearity) \( P \equiv E[s::\hat{h}] \) such that either

(a) \( P\langle s?\rangle \), \( s \) occurs exactly once in \( E \) and \( \hat{h} \neq \emptyset \); or

(b) \( P\langle s!\rangle \) and \( s \) occurs exactly once in \( E \); or

(c) \( P\langle s?\rangle \), \( P\langle s!\rangle \), and \( s \) occurs exactly twice in \( E \).

(2) (error-freedom) if \( P \equiv E[R] \) with \( R\langle s?\rangle \) being a redex:

(a) If \( R \equiv s!(\vec{y}); Q \) then \( P \equiv E'[s : \vec{v} \cdot \hat{h}] \) for some \( E' \) and \( |\vec{v}| = |\vec{y}| \).

(b) If \( R \equiv s?(!\hat{s}); Q \) then \( P \equiv E'[s : \hat{t} \cdot \hat{h}] \) for some \( E' \) and \( |\vec{v}| = |\vec{v}| \).

(c) If \( R=\hat{s} \triangleright \{l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \) then \( P \equiv E'[s : l_j \cdot \hat{h}] \) for some \( E' \) and \( j \in I \).

**Proof.** For (1), let \( P \equiv (\nu\bar{n})(P_0|s : \hat{h}|Q) \) where \( P_0 \) does not contain a queue and \( Q \)

only contains queues (by Proposition 5.6). By Lemma 5.21 we know \( P_0 \) has either a single active prefix or a pair of a receiving active prefix and an emitting active prefix.

So we have three cases:

— \( P_0\langle s?\rangle \) and there is no other active prefixes at \( s \): if so because there is a redex in \( P \)

the queue cannot be empty.

— \( P_0\langle s!\rangle \) and there is no other active prefixes at \( s \): then this gives us a redex.

— \( P_0\langle s!\rangle \) and \( P_0\langle s?\rangle \). Then at least the former gives a redex but the latter can also

give a redex.

Hence as required.
For (2), if $P$ satisfies the stated condition then we can write $P \equiv E'[s : \tilde{h}|R]$ and $S \equiv s : \tilde{h}|R$ form a redex, with the same typing by Theorem 5.7 (1). Since this should have a partially coherent typing it in particular means the pair of active prefixes at $s$ in the tying of $S$ should be complementary. The rest is by the direct correspondence between the type constructors and the prefixes. □

By Theorems 5.19 and 5.22, a typed process “never goes wrong” in the sense that its interaction at a multiparty session channel is always one-to-one and that each delivered value matches the receiving prefix.

By Lemma 5.21 (2) and by the typing of the associated queue, this delivery precisely corresponds to a redex in the session typing.

As the corollary of Theorem 5.19(2) and Proposition 5.13(4), we obtain session fidelity: the interactions of a typable process exactly follow the specification described by its global type.

**Corollary 5.23 (Session Fidelity).** Assume $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta$ such that $\Delta$ is coherent and $\Delta(\bar{s}) = \llbracket G \rrbracket$. If

1. $P \triangleright \bar{s}[k]$ at the redex of $s[k]$, then $\Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright \Delta'$ with $G \xrightarrow{\ell} G'$ with $k \in \ell$ and $\llbracket G' \rrbracket = \Delta'(\bar{s})$, or
2. $P \triangleright \bar{s}[k]$ at the redex of $s[k]$, then $\Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright \Delta$.

**Proof.** In (1), the conclusion $\Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright \Delta'$ where $\Delta = \Delta'$ or $\Delta \xrightarrow{\ell} \Delta'$ follows directly from Theorem 5.19(2). The second conclusion $G \xrightarrow{\ell} G'$ with $k \in \ell$ and $\llbracket G' \rrbracket = \Delta'(\bar{s})$ follow directly from Lemma 5.12 (3) and Proposition 5.13 (4). If not, a sender puts some value in the queue. Hence (2) obviously holds. □

### 5.5. Progress

Communication safety says that if a process ever does a reduction, it conforms to the typing and it is linear. If interactions within a session are not hindered by initialisation and communication of different sessions, then the converse holds: the reduction predicted by the typing surely takes place, that is the standard progress property in binary session types [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2006; Honda et al. 1998]. First we define:

**Definition 5.24.** Let $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta$. Then $P$ is queue-full when $\{\bar{s}\}$ coincide with the set of session channels occurring in $\Delta$.

A process is queue-full when it has a queue for each session channel. The following precludes interleaving of other sessions (including initialisations and communications) which can introduce deadlock. For example, two session initialisations $a[2](s).b[2](t).s?; t!$ and $\pi[2](s).\tilde{b}[2](t).t?; s!$ cause deadlock. Observe, because we have multiparty sessions, there is less need to use interleaved sessions.

**Definition 5.25 (Simple).** A process $P$ is simple when it is typable with a type derivation where the session typing in the premise and the conclusion of each prefix rule in Figure 7 is restricted to at most a singleton. I.e. (1) $\Delta$ of [MCAST], [MACC], [SEND], [RCV], [BRANCH] and [VAR] are empty; (2) Neither [RCV] nor [DELEG] is used; (3) $\Delta$ of [IF], [INACT], [NRES] and [DEF] contains at most a singleton; and in [CONC], either $\Delta, \Delta'$ contains at most a singleton.

Thus each prefixed subterm in a simple process has only a unique session.
Proposition 5.26. Let \( P_0 \) be simple and \( P_0 \rightarrow^* P \). Then no delegation prefix (input or output) occurs in \( P \) and for each prefix with a shared name in \( P \), say \( a[1](s)P' \) or \( a[2..n](s)P', \) there is no free session channels in \( P' \) except \( s \).

Proof. See Appendix B.7.

Another element which can hinder progress is when interactions at shared names cannot proceed.

Definition 5.27 (Well-linked). We say \( P \) is well-linked when for each \( P \rightarrow^* Q \), whenever \( Q \) has an active prefix whose subject is a (free or bound) shared name, then it is always part of a redex.

Thus, in a simple well-linked \( P \), each session is never hindered by other sessions nor by a name prefixing. The key lemma for simple processes follows. Below we safely confuse a channel in a typing and the corresponding free session channel of a process.

Lemma 5.28. Let \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright\triangleright \Delta \) and \( P \) is simple. If there is an active receiving (resp. active emitting) prefix in \( \Delta \) at \( s \) and none of prefixes at \( s \) in \( P \) is under a prefix at a shared name or under an if-branch, then \( P[\langle s! \rangle] \) (resp. either \( P[\langle s! \rangle] \) or the queue at \( s \) is not empty).

Proof. By rule induction using Proposition 5.26, see Appendix B.8.

Proposition 5.29. Let \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright\triangleright \Delta \), \( \Delta \) is coherent, \( P \) is simple, well-linked and queue-full. Then:

1. If \( P \neq 0 \) then \( P \rightarrow P' \) for some \( P' \).
2. If \( \Delta(i) = [G] \) and \( G \rightarrow^* G' \) with \( k \in \ell \), then \( P \rightarrow^+ P' \) at the redex at \( t_k \). t. \( \Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright\triangleright \Delta' \) with \( \Delta'(i) = [G'] \).

Proof. Let \( P \) be simple, queue-full and well-linked, and \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright\triangleright \Delta \) such that \( \Delta \) is coherent. Without loss of generality we can assume \( P \) does not have hidings (we can just take off and the result is again simple, queue-full, well-linked and coherent). Since \( \Delta \) is coherent, if \( \Delta \) contains any prefix then, by Proposition 5.26, it should form a redex (together with another prefix to form the image of a identical set). By Lemma 5.28 and Theorem 5.22 (1,2) and by the well-linkedness, either there is an if-branch above the prefix or \( P \) has an active prefix (or prefixes) at \( s \) in \( P \). For the former, this if-branch itself cannot be under any prefix since that violates the activeness at \( s \). So this if-branch can reduce; hence, we conclude the case.

If not then by Lemma 5.28 there are the following cases:

a. \( P \equiv E[Q[\langle s! \rangle]|s : h[R[\langle s' \rangle]]], \) in which case there is at least one redex in \( P \) between the emitting prefix and the queue.

b. \( P \equiv E[s : h[R[\langle s' \rangle]]] \) with \( h \) non-empty, in which case there is a redex between the non-empty queue and the receiving redex.

c. \( P \equiv E[Q[\langle s! \rangle]|s : h], \) in which case there is a redex as in (a).

In each case there is a reduction hence done.

(2) above gives the converse of Corollary 5.23: if the global type has a reduction, then the process can always realise it.

Corollary 5.30 (Progress). Let \( P \) be a simple and well-linked program. Then \( P \) has the progress property in the sense that \( P \rightarrow^* P' \) implies either \( P' \equiv 0 \) or \( P' \rightarrow P'' \) for some \( P'' \).

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.26, Lemma 5.28 and Theorem 5.29.
A simple application of Theorems 5.19 (3) and 5.22 and Corollary 5.30 for processes from §2.3 follow. Below communication mismatch stands for the violation of the conditions given in Theorem 5.22 (2).

**Proposition 5.31 (Properties of Two Protocols).**

1. Let Buyer1|Buyer2|Seller →* P. Then P is well-typed, simple and well-linked, P has no communication mismatch, and either P ≡ 0 or P → P′ for some P′.
2. Similarly for DataProducer|KeyProducer|Kernel|Consumer.

**Proof.** Immediate from Corollary 5.30 because these two configurations are typable programs each of which loses its shared name in the initial reduction (at which point all the occurrences of the shared name are used).

The significance of the progress result under these constraints is that, if a typable program ever gets stuck during reduction, then its causes are other than the structure of individual typed conversations: thus we are ensured that the causes of deadlock (if any) in typed interactions do not lie in each conversation structure itself, allowing their well-articulated analysis.

### 6. Extensions and Related Work

We outline applications and several possible extensions of the presented framework, then discuss related works. We also summarise recent results and applications of multiparty session types after the publication of the extended abstract [Honda et al. 2008a].

#### 6.1. Applications and Extensions

**Applications.** As we have already discussed (cf. §1 and §4.1), the type discipline we have explored in the present paper is intended to be used as a typed foundation for the development of communication-centred software in various ways and at different development stages. Types will also serve as a core specification upon which other formal specifications and techniques such as program analyses and assertions may be built.

A global type serves as an agreement of a protocol following which each end-point program will execute its communication. An automatic method to check well-formedness of the global types (linearity, by Proposition 3.13, and coherence, by Proposition 4.3) guarantees the behaviours specified by the global specification. Development of individual programs for end-point communications, which materialise a global conversation, is assisted in several ways: first, the projection of a global type to each participant (well-defined by coherence) directly suggests the possible shape of end-point interactional behaviour. Second, during development, a programmer can check whether her program conforms to the agreed global type through type-checking the program against an appropriate projection of the global type (Proposition 4.6). The global type and its projections may also be used as a basis of the debugging/testing process, including automatic generation of test suites.

Once the development of all programs is complete, their typability ensures, in the absence of systems errors (such as transport-level failure), that the runtime behaviour of the deployed programs satisfy the key properties including communication safety, session fidelity and progress, through the theorems in §5 (cf. Theorems 5.19 and 5.22 and Corollary 5.30). Since global types and their projections specify possible legitimate interaction sequences of the deployed programs, they can be used for runtime monitoring, flagging those communications which go out of expected conversation sequences and thus signalling the existence of system-level errors (which is another direct consequence of the theorems in §5), thus helping locating the cause of such errors. These
static and dynamic validations of programs may add further precision by using refined specifications, such as logical assertions following (global and local) session type structures as we have recently done in [Bocchi et al. 2010]. The effectiveness of these applications hinges on the exactitude with which global types and the associated type discipline can assure basic properties of programs, and thus is underpinned by the formal results discussed in the present paper. At the same time, in order to put these ideas into practise, the presented framework may need various extensions as well as engineering experiments. Some possible extensions of the presented type discipline are discussed in the following.

**Existing Extensions of Binary Session Types.** In the literature, several extensions of binary session type disciplines have been proposed, including subtyping [Gay and Hole 2005], bounded polymorphism [Gay 2008], integration with security annotations to guarantee authentication properties [Bonelli et al. 2005], and integration with higher-order \( \pi \)-calculus [Mostrous and Yoshida 2007; 2009]. We believe that integrations with these extensions should be possible and will enrich the expressive power and applicability of the theory.

**Multithreaded Participants.** Another straightforward extension is to allow a multithreaded participant, so that a single participant can perform parallel conversations with others during a session. For this extension, we need to augment end-point types with the parallel composition \( T_1 \mid T_2 \), equipped with the following isomorphism (using type contexts in §5): \( \mathcal{T}[T_1] \mid T_2 \approx \mathcal{T} [T_1 \mid T_2] \) if for no \( k \) there is an output at \( k \) in both \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) (such a prefix adds false OO-dependency), as well as commutativity and associativity. Linearity between \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) in \( T_1, T_2 \) is given by coherence via projection. This extension has been recently studied with more advanced dynamic roles in [Deniélou and Yoshida 2011].

**Graph-Based Global Types and Type Inference.** The syntax of global types uses the standard abstract syntax tree. We can further generalise this tree-based syntax to graph structures to obtain a strictly more expressive type language, enlarging typability. Consider the two end-point processes \( P \equiv s! . t? \) and \( Q \equiv t! . s? \): their parallel composition does not introduce conflict hence it is linear and safe. This situation however cannot be represented in the current global types since two “prefixes” criss-cross each other. Interestingly, our linearity conditions in §3.5, based on input/output dependencies, can directly capture the safety of this configuration. All we need to do is to take the graphs of prefixes and \( II \) and \( IO \) and \( OO \)-edges (cf. Figure 5) under the linearity condition (precisely following §3.5) as global types, augmented with an acyclicity condition on chains of these causal edges. All other definitions and results stay the same.

Our recent work [Mostrous et al. 2009] studies a generation of graph-based global types from end-point types, where we also use such graph-based types for solving the type inference problem for (the generalised version of) the presented type discipline. This is further extended in [Deniélou and Yoshida 2012; Lange et al. 2015] making a connection with Communicating Automata. See §6.3.

**Synchrony and Asynchrony.** Most of the session types currently studied are binary and synchronous [Honda et al. 1998]. In some computing environments (e.g. tightly coupled SMP), synchrony would be more suitable. Adding synchrony means we have more causality: OO-dependency between different names as well as theOI-dependency (i.e. the dependency from output to input, cf. Figure 5), which in asynchrony never arises §3.4. Our subsequent work [Bejleri and Yoshida 2009] studies a synchronous multiparty session type.

A different direction is to consider asynchronous message passing without order-preservation [Honda and Tokoro 1991] which are also used in some computing envi-
environments (though in many environments we have efficient order-preserving transport such as TCP). Again we can use our modular articulation, by taking off OO-edges to obtain a consistent theory for pure asynchrony.

**Multicast Primitives for Sessions Communication.** The two-buyer protocol uses a multicasting prefix notation $s,t!(V)$. The present work treats it as a macro for $s!⟨V⟩; t!⟨W⟩$ which has an essentially identical abstract semantics. Having proper multicasting primitives for session communication is however useful especially in the case of sessions involving a large number of participants, using multicast protocols such as IP-multicast through APIs. It also enriches the type structures: we extend $p \to p' : k$ in the prefix of global types to $p \to p_1, ..., p_n : \{k_1, ..., k_n\}$ (with a practical adaptation such as group addressing), representing the multicast of a message to $p_1, ..., p_n$ via channels $k_1, ..., k_n$ by participant $p$, similarly we extend end-point session types to $\tilde{k}!⟨U⟩$ from $k!⟨U⟩$. Causality analysis remains the same by decomposing each multicasting prefix into its unicasting elements and considering causality for each of them. Our subsequent work [Bettini et al. 2008; Coppo et al. 2015b; Coppo et al. 2015a] uses multicasting and proves the progress properties in asynchronous multiparty sessions.

### 6.2. Related Work

There is a large literature on session types for both process calculi (in particular $\pi$-calculi) and programming languages. Below we discuss some of the most closely related works.

**Asynchronous Session Types.** Multiparty session types are based on message-order preserving asynchronous communication. Operational semantics of binary sessions based on asynchronous communication was first considered by [Neubauer and Thiemann 2004b]. Recently, [Gay and Vasconcelos 2009] studies the asynchronous version of binary sessions for an ML-like language [Vasconcelos et al. 2006]. In [Gay and Vasconcelos 2009], message queues are given two endpoint channels and a direction. [Coppo et al. 2007] study asynchronous binary session types for Java, extending the previous work [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2006], and prove progress by introducing an effect system. The resulting system does not allow interleaving sessions so that interactions involving more than two parties such as our examples in §2.3 cannot be represented. Our theorem establishes the progress property on multiple session channels, significantly enlarging the framework in [Coppo et al. 2007]. Recently, [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007] propose a typing system for progress in binary synchronous interleaving sessions. There, typable processes obey the partial orders of shared and session channels inferred during type-checking. Because of the use of global types, processes typed by our multiparty session typing do not have to follow such ordering; on the other hand, the system in [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007] does not require the simpleness condition (Definition 5.25). In [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007], a progress property is defined as follows: a typable process never reduces to a process which contains open sessions (this amounts to containing session channels) and which is irreducible in any inactive context (represented by another inactive process running in parallel). A combination of this and our multiparty session typing systems will enlarge typability, guaranteeing progress in many situations. See also §6.3.

The concurrent work done by [Bonelli and Compagnoni 2007], which is independently conceived and developed, studies a multiparty session typing for asynchronous communication. While treating the common topic, the technical direction of their work is different from that of the present work. Instead of global types, they solely use what we call (recursion-free) end-point types. In type checking, end-point types are projected to each binary session, so that type safety can be ensured using duality. Since we lose
sequencing information in this way, the progress property is not guaranteed. The use of
of global types in the present work leads to transparent treatment of type structures
such as recursion, the guarantee of stronger behavioural properties such as progress,
and (arguably) more intelligible description of multiparty interaction structures.

Global Description of Session Types. There are two recent works which studied
global descriptions of sessions in the context of Web services and business protocols,
by the present authors [Carbone et al. 2007; 2012] and by [Bhargavan et al. 2009].
Our work [Carbone et al. 2007; 2012] presented an executable language for directly
describing Web interactions from a global viewpoint and provided the framework for
projecting a description in the language to end-point processes. The use of global de-
scription for types and its associated theories have not been developed in [Carbone
et al. 2007]. The type disciplines for the two (global and end-point) calculi studied
in [Carbone et al. 2007] are based on binary synchronous session types, hence safety
and progress for multiparty interactions are not considered. See also §6.3 for further
extensions of [Carbone et al. 2007; 2012].

The work [Bhargavan et al. 2009] investigates approaches to cryptographically pro-
tecting session execution from both external attackers in networks and malicious ses-
sion principals. Their session specification models an interaction sequence between
two or more constituent roles, an abstraction of network peers. The description is
given as a graph whose node represents a specific state of a role in a session, and whose edge
denotes a dyadic communication and control flow. The purpose of the message flow
graphs in [Bhargavan et al. 2009] is more to serve as a model for systems and pro-
grams than to offer a type discipline for programming languages.

First their work does not (aim to) present compositional typing rules for processes.
Secondly their flow graphs do not (try to) represent such elements as local control flow
(e.g. prefixing), channel-based communication and delegation. Third their operational
structures may not be oriented towards type abstractions: for example their choice
structures are based on transitions of flow graphs than additive structures realisable
by branching and selection.

Integration of their and our approaches is an interesting further topic: for example,
we may consider developing a runtime validation method for multiparty sessions using
flow models induced by our global types.

With a similar intent to address secure implementation of multiparty sessions, the
works in [Carbone and Guttmann 2009b; 2009a] provide an abstract semantics for
global types without parallel composition and recursion into the Strand Spaces model
[Thayer et al. 1999]. The semantic function exploits a projection similar to ours.

Semantics of Delegation. For a simpler presentation, we used the operational seman-
tics of delegation from [Honda et al. 1998] which demands that delegated channels do
not occur in the receiver. This prevents a process from acting as two or more partici-
pants in the same session, which usually leads to a deadlock. The duplication check is
easily implementable in a way analogous to the standard mechanism of firewalls. The
more generous rule [Gay and Hole 2005; Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007] allows substi-
tution of session channels as in [RECV], which also satisfies type safety and progress
through annotations on channels and types. This annotation extends the method in
[Gay and Hole 2005; Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]: instead of polarities we use in-
dices by participants to annotate each usage of channels. With this change the whole
theories remain intact with exactly the same operational semantics and typing for
programs. We study this delegation in [Bettini et al. 2008; Bejleri and Yoshida 2009].

Linear and Behavioural Types for Mobile Processes. Among many works on types
for mobile processes, session type disciplines in general and the present work in par-
ticular are most closely related with linear/IO-typed $\pi$-calculi with causality information. The session type disciplines are related with linear and IO-typed $\pi$-calculi with causality information. The causality analysis in global types is partly inspired by the graph-based linear types developed in [Yoshida 1996; Yoshida et al. 2004] where ordering among multiple linear names (which correspond to session channels) guarantees deadlock-freedom of typed processes. Several works [Kobayashi 2006; Igarashi and Kobayashi 2004] study generalised forms of linear typing for guaranteeing different kinds of deadlock-freedom, incorporating synchronisations and locking.

A main difference of session type disciplines from these and other preceding works in this field is a notion of rigorously structured conversations and their direct type abstraction. See [Acciai and Boreale 2008; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007] for detailed discussions, including comparisons between the session-based and the behaviour-based ones [Yoshida 1996; Yoshida et al. 2004; Kobayashi 2006]; in [Acciai and Boreale 2008; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2007; Bettini et al. 2008], structured session primitives help to give simpler typing systems for progress for binary sessions.

By raising the level of abstraction through the use of structured primitives such as separate session initiation, branching and recursion, session types can describe complex interaction structures more intelligibly and enable efficient type checking. These features would have direct applicability for the design of programming languages with communication [Hu et al. 2008; Carbone et al. 2007; 2012; Honda et al. 2007; Sackman and Eisenbach 2008; Pucella and Tov 2008; Scribble 2008].

One of the novelties of the present work is the introduction of global description as types and a use of their projection for type-checking. They offer a modular and systematic causality analysis rather than directly working on individual syntax and operational semantics, with adaptations to asynchronous and synchronous communications. Composability of multiple programs is transparent through projection of a common global type while complex syntax of types and typing are required in the traditional approach. To our knowledge, this method has not been investigated so far in the types of mobile processes.

**Advanced Process Calculi and Types.** Several process calculi for broadcasting have been investigated to model and analyse broadcasting networks including (recently) mobile ad-hoc networks, starting from Prasad’s thesis [Prasad 2001]. Recent works focus on behavioural equivalences with lts [Merro 2007; Mezzetti and Sangiorgi 2006; Prasad 2006] and static analysis [Nanz et al. 2007] to investigate a number of different broadcasting. None of them studied the typing system and provided a strong progress guarantee as ensured by our session types. Our session types use a static participant information in the syntax and types. Recent advanced typing systems for location-based distributed processes [Hennessy 2007] use the similar notion for types $T^p$, allowing dynamically instantiate locations into the capabilities using dependent type techniques. Since our aim is to prove the simplest extension of the original session types to multiparty, the static participants are enough even for delegations. It is a valuable further study to investigate a dynamic change of participant numbers when session initialisation (without explicitly declaring $p$ in the syntax) by using channel dependent types [Mostrous and Yoshida 2007] or polymorphism.

**Other Recent Service-Oriented Calculi.** A vast amount of formal work for Service-Oriented has been done using process calculi and session types. The reader can refer two recent surveys [Dezani-Ciancaglini and de’ Liguoro 2010; Castagna et al. 2011] for more comparisons. We focus on the most related recent work. Different approaches to the description of service-oriented multiparty communications are taken in [Bravetti and Zavattaro 2007; Bruni et al. 2008]. In [Bravetti and Zavattaro 2007], the global and local views of protocols are described using a synchronous CCS-based...
calculus as a contract language, and testing-preorders to check subcontract compliance; [Bruni et al. 2008] proposes a distributed calculus which provides communications either inside sessions or inside locations, modelling merging running sessions. Contracts [Castagna and Padovani 2009] use a process-based specification of protocols, where conformance means Must-preorder (so that we can ensure liveness). The system in [Castagna and Padovani 2009] can type more processes than session types, thanks to the flexibility of process syntax for describing protocols. However, typable processes themselves in [Castagna and Padovani 2009] may not always satisfy the properties of session types such as progress: it is proved later by checking whether the type meets a certain form. Hence proving progress with contracts effectively requires an exploration of all possible paths (interleavings, choices) of a protocol.

The work [Caires and Vieira 2010] proposes a proof system which builds a well-founded ordering on events to enforce progress for processes of the Conversation Calculus [Vieira et al. 2008] where dynamic join and leave of participants are treated. These recent works do not treat a prescription of protocols given by the global types, with the efficient projection and type-checking, which can ensure strong safety properties. Our recent work [Deniélou and Yoshida 2011] extends a dynamic join and leaving mechanism based on the multiparty session types introducing a notion of roles which represent a unit of local behaviours.

6.3. Recent Works based on Multiparty Session Types

This subsection summarises works based on Multiparty Session Types published after the extended abstract [Honda et al. 2008a] of this article.

Theoretical Studies on Multiparty Session Types. Extensions of the original multiparty session types [Honda et al. 2008a] has been proposed, often motivated by use cases resulting from industry applications. Such extensions include: a subtyping for asynchronous multiparty session types enhancing efficiency [Mostrous et al. 2009], motivated by financial protocols and multicore algorithms; parametrised global types for parallel programming and Web service descriptions [Deniélou et al. 2012]; communication buffered analysis [Deniélou and Yoshida 2010]; extensions to the sumtype and its encoding [Nielsen et al. 2010] for describing Healthcare workflows; and exception handling for multiparty conversations [Capecchi et al. 2016] for Web services and financial protocols; a liveness-preserving refinement for multiparty session types [Padovani 2014b].

Multiparty session types can be extended with logical assertions following the design by contract framework [Bocchi et al. 2010]. This framework is enriched in [Bocchi et al. 2012] to handle stateful logical assertions, while [Chen and Honda 2012] offers more fine-grained property analysis for multiparty session types with these stateful assertions.

In [Deniélou and Yoshida 2011] roles are inhabited by an arbitrary number of participants which can dynamically join and leave a session. The paper [Swamy et al. 2011] shows that the multirole session types [Deniélou and Yoshida 2011] can be naturally represented in a dependent-typed language.

To enhance expressivity and flexibility of multiparty session types, the work [Demangeon and Honda 2012] proposes nested, higher-order multiparty session types and the work [Castagna et al. 2012] studies a generalisation of choices and parallelism. The paper [Carbone and Montesi 2013] directly types a global description language [Carbone et al. 2012] by multiparty session types without using local types. This direct approach can type processes which are untypable in the original multiparty session typing (i.e. the communication type system in this article). The paper [Montesi and
Yoshida 2013] extends the work in [Carbone and Montesi 2013] to compositional global description languages.

As another line of the study, we extend the multiparty session types to express temporal properties [Bocchi et al. 2014b]. In this work, the global times are enriched with time constraints, in a way similar to timed automata.

A type system enforcing a stronger correspondence between nondeterministic choices expressed in multiparty session types and the behaviour of processes involved in multiparty sessions has been investigated in [Bocchi et al. 2014a].

**Progress and Session Interleaving.** Multiparty session types are a convenient methodology for ensuring progress of systems of communicating processes. However, progress is only guaranteed within a single session [Honda et al. 2008a; Dezani-Ciancaglini and de’ Liguoro 2010; Denielou and Yoshida 2011], but not when multiple sessions are interleaved. The first papers considering progress for interleaved sessions required the nesting of sessions in Java [Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. 2006; Coppo et al. 2007]. These systems can guarantee progress for only one single active binary session. The work [Coppo et al. 2015b] develops a static interaction type system for global progress in dynamically interleaved and interfered multiparty sessions. A type inference algorithm for this system has been studied in [Coppo et al. 2013], although for finite types only. The work [Padovani 2014a, technical report] presents a type system for the linear $\pi$-calculus that can ensure progress even in presence of session interleaving, exploiting an encoding similar to that described in [Dardha et al. 2012] of sessions into the linear $\pi$-calculus. However, not all multiparty sessions can be encoded into well-typed linear $\pi$-calculus processes. In this respect, the richer structure of multiparty session types increases the range of systems for which non-trivial properties such as progress can be guaranteed.

**Security.** Enforcement of integrity properties in multiparty sessions, using session types, has been studied in [Bhargavan et al. 2009; Planul et al. 2009]. These papers propose a compiler which, given a multiparty session description, implements cryptographic protocols that guarantee session execution integrity.

The work [Capecchi et al. 2010] and in its extended version [Capecchi et al. 2014] propose a session type system for a calculus of multiparty sessions enriched with security levels, adding access control and secure information flow requirements in the typing rules, and show that this type system guarantees preservation of data confidentiality during session execution. In [Capecchi et al. 2015] this calculus is equipped with a monitored semantics, which blocks the execution of processes as soon as they attempt to leak information, raising an error.

**Behavioural Semantics.** Typed behavioural theory has been one of the central topics in the study of the $\pi$-calculus throughout its history, for example, reasoning about various encodings into the typed $\pi$-calculi [Pierce and Sangiorgi 1996; Yoshida 1996; Kouzapas et al. 2016]. In the context of typed bisimulations and reduction-closed theories, the work [Kouzapas and Yoshida 2014] shows that unique behavioural theories can be constructed based on the multiparty session types. The behavioural theory in [Kouzapas and Yoshida 2014] treats the mutual effects of multiple choreographic sessions which are shared among distributed participants as their common knowledge or agreements, reflecting the origin of choreographic frameworks [WS-CDL 2003]. These features related to multiparty session type discipline make the theory distinct from any type-based bisimulations in the literature and also applicable to a real choreographic usecase from a large-scale distributed system. This bisimulation is called globally governed, since it uses global multiparty specifications to regulate the conversational behaviour of distributed processes. It is an interesting future work to extend
this work towards more scalable session bisimulations for the eventful session types and the higher-order π-calculus studied in [Kouzapas et al. 2015].

Runtime Monitoring and Adaptations. Multiparty session types were originally developed to be used for static type checking of communicating processes. Via collaborations with Ocean Observatories Initiative [OOI 2015], it was discovered that the framework of multiparty session types can be naturally extended to runtime type checking (monitoring). A formulation of the runtime monitoring (dynamic or runtime type checking) is firstly proposed in [Chen et al. 2012]. Later the work [Bocchi et al. 2013] has formally proved its correctness and properties guaranteed by the runtime monitoring based on multiparty session types.

Works addressing adaptation for multiparty communications include [Dalla Preda et al. 2014] and [Coppo et al. 2014]. The paper [Dalla Preda et al. 2014] proposes a choreographic language for distributed applications. Adaptation follows a rule-based approach, in which all interactions, under all possible changes produced by the adaptation rules, proceed as prescribed by an abstract model. In [Coppo et al. 2014] a calculus based on global types, monitors and processes is introduced and adaptation is triggered after the execution of the communications prescribed by a global type, in reaction to changes of the global state.

Linkages with Other Frameworks. The work [Denielou and Yoshida 2012] gives a linkage between communicating automata [Brand and Zafiropulo 1983] and a general graphical version of multiparty session types, proving a correspondence between the safety properties of communicating automata and multiparty session types. This work [Denielou and Yoshida 2012] studies more detailed semantics for global and local types, relating with other frameworks such as model checking and logical verification for contracts [Villard 2011; Basu et al. 2012] (see [Denielou and Yoshida 2012, §5] for detailed comparisons).

The paper [Denielou and Yoshida 2013] studies the sound and complete characterisation of the multiparty session types in communicating automata (called multiparty compatibility) and applies the result to the synthesis of the multiparty session types. The inference of global types from a set of local types is also studied in [Lange and Tuosto 2012]. The techniques developed in [Denielou and Yoshida 2013; Lange and Tuosto 2012] are extended to a synthesis of general graphical multiparty session types in [Lange et al. 2015]. This connection is extended to timed communicating automata [Krcál and Yi 2006]: the work [Bocchi et al. 2015] proposes general conditions of progress and non-zero properties of timed communicating automata at the top of multiparty compatibility.

The work [Fossati et al. 2014] studies the relationship of multiparty session types with Petri Nets. It proposes a conformance relation between global session nets and endpoint programs, and proves its safety.

A recent work [Carbone et al. 2015] studies a relationship with Linear Logic and multiparty session types along the line of [Wadler 2012; Caires and Pfenning 2010].

Implementations based on Multiparty Session Types. We are currently designing and implementing a modelling and specification language with multiparty session types [SAVARA 2010; Scribble 2008] in collaboration with some industrial partners [Honda et al. 2011; Honda et al. 2014]. This protocol language is called Scribble. An article [Yoshida et al. 2013] also explains the origin and recent development on Scribble.

Java protocol optimisation [Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2010] based on multiparty session types and generation of multiparty cryptographic protocols [Bhargavan et al. 2009] are also studied. The multiparty session type theory is applied to Healthcare
workflows [Henriksen et al. 2013]. Its prototype implementation (the multiparty session \(\pi\)-processes with sumtypes) is available from [Apims 2014].

Based on the runtime type checking theory, we are implementing a runtime monitoring [Demangeon et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2013; Neykova et al. 2013] under collaborations with Ocean Observatories Initiative [OOI 2015]. The work [Demangeon et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2013] allows interruptions in Scribble and proves the correctness of this extension. Further we generalise the Python implementation to the Actor framework [Neykova and Yoshida 2014]. In order to express temporal properties studied in timed multiparty session types [Bocchi et al. 2014b], the work [Neykova et al. 2014] extends Scribble with timed constrains and implements the runtime monitoring in Python.

We also apply the multiparty session types to high-performance parallel programming in C [Ng et al. 2012; Ng et al. 2012] and MPI [Ng and Yoshida 2014]. A parametrised version of Scribble [Ng and Yoshida 2014; Ng et al. 2013] based on the theory of parametrised multiparty session types [Denielou et al. 2012] is developed. This extension, called Pabble, is used for automatically generating MPI parallel programs from sequential C code in [Ng et al. 2015].

7. CONCLUSION

One of the main open problems of the session types is whether binary sessions can be extended to \(n\)-party sessions and, if they can, what is their additional expressiveness and benefits. This paper answers the question affirmatively. The present theory can guarantee stronger conformance to stipulated conversation structures than binary sessions when a protocol involves more than two parties. We proposed a new efficient type checking system and proved type safety and progress, extended to multiparty interactions. The central technical underpinning of the present work is the introduction of global types, which offer an intuitive syntax for describing multiparty conversation structures from a global viewpoint; and the use of their projection for efficient type-checking, proposing a new effective methodology for programming multiparty interactions in distributed environments. Global types also offer a basis of a clean modular causal analysis systematically applicable to both synchronous and asynchronous communications, ensuring the progress and session fidelity.

There are several significant future topics on the theory and applications of the proposed theory. We are currently starting to use this generalised session type structure as one of the formal foundations for the following applications: for the next version of a web service description language (based on an idea from [WS-CDL 2003]) developed in Scribble from JBoss Red Hat [Scribble 2008], a message scheme for financial protocols, for a testable architecture, SAVARA from JBoss Red Hat [SAVARA 2010], for a specification for message middleware from AMQP [AMQP 2015] for a specification for large distributed systems from Ocean Observatories Initiative [OOI 2015], for software development life cycle from Zero Diviation Life Cycle (ZDLC) [zdl 2015]. In particular, we are currently designing and implementing a modelling and specification language with multiparty session types [Scribble 2008] for these standards with our industry collaborators. This consists of three layers: the first layer is a global type which corresponds to a signature of class models in UML; the second one is for conversation models where signatures and variables for multiple conversations are integrated; and the third layer includes extensions of the existing languages (such as Java [Hu et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2010; Ng et al. 2011]) which implement conversation models. Other future topics include tools assistance for the design and elaboration of global types; incorporation of typed exceptions to sessions; and integration of the type discipline with diverse specification concerns including security and monitoring for distributed messages by the assertional methods [Bocchi et al. 2010].
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A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.13
Below the proofs of both (1) and (2) induce concrete algorithms. Global types are generally treated as regular trees (except e.g. when we consider substitution). We first introduce the following notation.

NOTATION A.1.

(i) In the following we write \( G(0), G(1), ..., G(n), ... \) for the result of \( n \)-times unfolding
of each recursion in \( G \). For example if \( G \) is \( μt. G \) and this is the only recursion in \( G \),
then \( G(0) \) is given as \( G[μt] \), \( G(1) \) is given as \( G[G(0)/t] \) and, for each \( n \), \( G(n + 1) \)
is given as \( G[G(n)/t] \). If \( G \) contains more than one recursion we perform the un-
folding of each of its recursions. For convenience we set \( G(-1) \) to be the empty graph.

(ii) Observing each \( G(n + 1) \) is the result of adding zero or more unfoldings to \( G(n) \), so
that \( G(n + 1) \) contains the exact copy of \( G(n) \), we write \( G(n + 1) \backslash G(n) \) to denote
the newly added (unfolded) part of \( G(n + 1) \).

(iii) Given a node \( n \) in \( G(m + 1) \backslash G(m) \), we can jump back from \( n \) once to reach its “original”
in \( G(m) \backslash G(m - 1) \) (which is \( G(0) \) if \( m = 0 \)). This exact copy of \( n \) which was created
“one unfolding ago”, is called the one-time folding of \( n \), or simply the folding of \( n \). In
the same way we define the \textit{i-th folding} of \( n \) which is in \( G(m - i + 1) \backslash G(m - i) \) (which is \( G(0) \) if \( i = m + 1 \)). Note there are \( m + 1 \) such “foldings” of \( n \) in \( G(m + 1) \backslash G(m) \).

\textbf{Proof of (1).} Below we say there are input/output dependencies from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \) when there is an input dependency and an output dependency from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \).

\textbf{Claim.} (A) Suppose \( n_{1,2} \) and their respective \( i \)-th foldings \( n'_{1,2} \) are in \( G(m) \). Then there are both input/output dependencies from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \) iff there are both input/output dependencies from \( n'_1 \) to \( n'_2 \). (B) Let \( n' \) be the folding of \( n \). Then there is always both input and output dependencies from \( n' \) to \( n \).

\textbf{Proof of Claim.} (A) is immediate since the graph structure of the foldings is identical to that of the originals (i.e. we can simply “fold” the original two onto their foldings and all prefix relations coincide). (B) is obvious since there always exist both \( II \) and \( OO \) dependencies by the definition of linearity. \( \Box \)

We now prove the statement. Fix a global type \( G \) and assume \( G(1) \) is linear. We show by induction on \( n \) \((n \geq 1)\) that each \( G(n) \) is linear. Henceforth we ignore nodes in carried types.

\textbf{Base step.} This is linearity of \( G(1) \) which is the assumption itself.

\textbf{Induction Step.} Suppose \( G(n) \) is linear. Then take two nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) in \( G(n + 1) \) (but not in carried types) which happen to share a common channel. We show there are input/output dependencies from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \), or the same holds in the reverse direction. We say such \( n_{1,2} \) are conflict-free for brevity. We do case analysis depending on the position of these nodes in \( G(m + 1) \).

\textbf{(i)} If \( n_{1,2} \) are in \( G(n) \) then they already have input/output dependencies by induction hypothesis.

\textbf{(ii)} If \( n_1 \) is in \( G(n) \backslash G(n - 1) \) and \( n_2 \) is in \( G(n + 1) \backslash G(n) \) then take their two foldings say \( n'_1 \) and \( n'_2 \) respectively. By induction hypothesis they are conflict-free by a pair of dependency chains. By Claim A we are done.

\textbf{(iii)} If \( n_1 \) is in \( G(n - i) \) \((i \geq 1)\) and \( n_2 \) is in \( G(n + 1) \backslash G(n) \) then take the folding of \( n_2 \) say \( n'_2 \) which is in \( G(n) \). By induction we know \( n_1 \) and \( n'_2 \) are conflict-free.

By Claim B, there are both input and output dependencies from \( n_2 \) to \( n'_2 \). Thus we have both input and output dependencies from \( n_1 \) to \( n'_2 \) and \( n'_2 \) to \( n_2 \) (hence \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \)).

Now we connect these chains and we are done. \( \Box \)
B. FULL TYPING RULES FOR RUNTIME PROCESSES
This appendix first presents the full typing rules except those for expressions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma &\vdash a \cdot (G) & \Gamma \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G \cdot \{1, \ldots, n\}) = \text{pid}(G) & |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G) & \text{[MCAST]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G \cdot p) @ p & \text{p} \in \text{pid}(G) & |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G) & \text{[MACC]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : T @ p & \Gamma \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : S & \text{[SEND]}, \text{[RCV]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : T @ p & j \in I & \Gamma \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : \{i_1 : T_{i_1}\}_{i_1 \in I} & \text{[DELEG]} \text{[SREC]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : T @ p & \forall i \in I & \Gamma \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : \{i_1 : P_{i_1}\}_{i_1 \in I} & \text{[SEL]} \text{[BRANCH]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \varnothing \vdash e \cdot \text{bool} & \Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta & \Gamma \vdash Q \vdash \Delta & \text{[IF]} \\
\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s} : \{T_{i, e}\}_{i \in I} & \tilde{e}_1 \cap \tilde{e}_2 = \emptyset & \Delta \leq \Delta' & \text{[CONC]} \\
\Delta \text{ end only} & \Delta' \text{ only} & \Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta & \Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta' & \text{[INACT], [SUBS]} \\
\Gamma \vdash a" : (G) & \Gamma \vdash \{T_{i, a}\}_{i \in I} & \tilde{s} \in \tilde{i} & \{T_{i, p}\}_{i \in I} \text{ coherent} & \text{[NRES], [CRES]} \\
\Gamma &\vdash \tilde{s} : \tilde{S} & \Delta \text{ end only} & \Gamma \vdash X : \tilde{S} & X(\tilde{s}_1, \ldots, \tilde{s}_n) \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s}_1 : T_{i_1} @ p_{i_1}, \ldots, \tilde{s}_n : T_{i_n} @ p_n & \text{[VAR]} \\
\Gamma \vdash X : \tilde{S} & X(\tilde{s}_1, \ldots, \tilde{s}_n) \vdash \Delta, \tilde{s}_1 : T_{i_1} @ p_{i_1}, \ldots, \tilde{s}_n : T_{i_n} @ p_n & \Gamma, \tilde{X} : \tilde{S} & \tilde{X} \vdash Q \vdash \Delta & \text{[DEF]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The typing rules for queues are from Figure 8.

B.1. Proof of Proposition 5.5
Suppose \(P\) is a program phrase. By definition, \(P\) is without queues and without bound channels. We show two implications.

1. \(\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta\) implies \(\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta\): Suppose \(P\) is typable in the original typing rules (for program phrases). Since the typing rules for runtime processes subsume the original rules, they can type \(P\) with the same derivation.

2. \(\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta\) without \([\text{SUBS}]\) implies \(\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \Delta\): Suppose \(P\) is typable in the refined system as \(\Gamma \vdash P \vdash \varnothing \vdash \Delta\) without type contexts in \(\Delta\) and without using \([\text{SUBS}]\). By the
lack of [SUBS] in the derivation, the derivation precisely follows the structure of $P$. We inspect the potential differences between the original rules and the refined rules.

— (Use of Type Contexts in Derivation) Suppose the derivation uses a type context. The only place it can be taken off is [CONC]. Since there is no queue in $P$ this means the type context has been emptied as the result of weakening by [INACT]. Hence its use can be taken off from the derivations.

— (Use of Refined Constraints on Queue Channels in Judgements) Since the only rule which decreases the number of mentioned queue channels in the judgement (as in $\triangleright_t$) is [CRES] we know each judgement in the derivation has the $\emptyset$ as its mentioned queue channels. Hence the constraint on queue channels in [CONC] and other rules are never used.

Thus this derivation for $P$ in the refined rules offers the derivation in the original rules as is, hence done.  

**B.2. Proof of Proposition 5.6**

Assume $\Gamma |- P \triangleright_t \Delta$. We call $s_1...s_m$ in $\Gamma |- P \triangleright s_{[1..m]} \Delta$, the judgement’s mentioned queue channels or simply queue channels.

We first show there is one-to-one correspondence between the free queues in $P$ and the mentioned queue channels by inspecting each rule.

**Case [INACT]:** Zero queue channel to zero queue.

**Case [QNIL]:** It connects precisely one channel to one queue.

**Case [QVAL], [QSESS], [QSEL]:** These “enqueue” rules leave the number of channels one assigned to the unique queue channel.

**Case [MCAST], [MACC], [SEND], [RCV], [DELEG], [SREC], [SEL] and [BRANCH], [IF], [VAR], [DEF]:** Each of these process construction rules leaves the queue channels unchanged (empty).

**Case [CONC]:** in the premise, assume $\Gamma |- P \triangleright t_1 \Delta$ and $\Gamma |- t_2 \triangleright Q \triangleright \Delta'$ the free queues in $P$ have channels $t_1$ while the free queues in $Q$ have channels $t_2$. Since we assume $t_1 \cap t_2 = \emptyset$ and $P|Q$ have exactly the sum of their respective queues.

**Case [NRES]:** The rule leaves both the queues and the queue channels unchanged.

**Case [CRES]:** The rule precisely takes off those channels whose channels become bound.

**Case [SUBS]:** No change in the process and no change in the queue. This exhausts all cases.

By the case analysis above, we conclude that free queues and mentioned queue channels precisely correspond to each other. Further the case analysis also shows that each prefix rule assumes the process has no free queue before prefixing (in the premise). Further a program phrase cannot have channel restriction so that all of its existing queues should be recorded in queue channels. We can now conclude that no queue can be under a prefix. 

**B.3. Proof of Lemma 5.14**

By the definition of $\circ$ on $\Delta$, it suffices to show the commutativity and associativity at the level of types and type contexts, assuming that combined type contexts never share a target channel (in the sense defined just before Lemma 5.14, page 33).
We first show the commutativity. We write \( H_1 \simeq H_2 \) (which we read: "\( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \) are coherent") when \( H_1 \circ H_2 \) is defined. Note \( H_1 \circ H_2 \) means either:

— both of \( H_{1,2} \) are type contexts and they do not share a target channel; or
— one of \( H_{1,2} \) is a type context and the other is a type.

Below the designation "context-context" below means the case when we compose two contexts, similarly for others.

**Case** Context-Context: We consider the composition of \( T_{1,2} \) which are disjoint in targets (by our assumption). Then we always have:

\[
T_1 \simeq T_2 \tag{22}
\]

\[
T_1 \circ T_2 = T_1[T_2] \tag{23}
\]

By the symmetry of \( \simeq \) (or equivalently by the assumption on target channels) we have:

\[
T_2 \simeq T_1 \tag{24}
\]

\[
T_2 \circ T_1 = T_2[T_1] \tag{25}
\]

Because of the isomorphism by the permutation equivalence for target-disjoint type contexts (cf. Section 5.1, paragraph **Type contexts**; recall \( \approx \) is extended to type contexts unlike \( \leq \) sub) we have \( T_1[T_2] \approx T_2[T_1] \) hence we are done.

**Case** Type-Context: Immediate since, by definition, \( T \simeq T \) and \( T \simeq T \) always and \( T \circ T = T \circ T = T[T] \).

**Case** Context-Type: Symmetric to the case above.

**Case** Type-Type: Never defined hence vacuous.

This exhausts all cases.

Next we show associativity.

**Case** Context-Context-Context: We consider the composition of \( T_{1,2,3} \), showing \( (T_1 \circ T_2) \circ T_3 \) and \( T_1 \circ (T_2 \circ T_3) \) coincide in definedness and their resulting values. Assume \( T_{1,2} \) are mutually disjoint in target channels, similarly for \( T_1[T_2] \) and \( T_3 \). Then automatically:

\[
T_1 \simeq T_2 \tag{26}
\]

\[
T_1[T_2] \simeq T_3 \tag{27}
\]

\[
T_1[T_2] \circ T_3 = T_1[T_2][T_3] \tag{28}
\]

By (27) we have:

\[
T_2 \simeq T_3 \tag{29}
\]

\[
T_1 \simeq T_2[T_3] \tag{30}
\]

\[
T_1 \circ T_2[T_3] = T_1[T_2][T_3] \tag{31}
\]

Since \( T_1[T_2][T_3] = T_1[T_2][T_3] \) we are done. The other direction is symmetric.

**Case** Context-Context-Type: We consider the composition of \( T_{1,2} \) and \( T \), showing that the definedness and the resulting value of \( (T_1 \circ T_2) \circ T \) and \( T_1 \circ (T_2 \circ T) \) coincide. This case is not symmetric hence we show both directions. First if \( T_{1,2} \) are disjoint then automatically:

\[
T_1 \simeq T_2 \tag{32}
\]

\[
T_1[T_2] \simeq T \tag{33}
\]

\[
T_1[T_2] \circ T = T_1[T_2][T] \tag{34}
\]
We also always have:

\[ \mathcal{T}_2 \prec T \]  \hspace{1cm} (35)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1 \prec \mathcal{T}_2[T] \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1 \circ \mathcal{T}_2[T] = \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] \]  \hspace{1cm} (37)

Since \( \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] = \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] \) we are done. For the other direction, we first compose \( \mathcal{T}_2 \) and \( T \) then compose \( \mathcal{T}_1 \). As noted we always have

\[ \mathcal{T}_2 \prec T \]  \hspace{1cm} (38)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1 \prec \mathcal{T}_2[T] \]  \hspace{1cm} (39)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1 \circ \mathcal{T}_2[T] = \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] \]  \hspace{1cm} (40)

By our assumption \( \mathcal{T}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{T}_2 \) do not share a target channel. Hence:

\[ \mathcal{T}_1 \prec \mathcal{T}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (41)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2] \prec T \]  \hspace{1cm} (42)
\[ \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2] \circ T = \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2][T] \]  \hspace{1cm} (43)

Again we note \( \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] = \mathcal{T}_1[\mathcal{T}_2[T]] \); hence we are done.

**Case** Type-Context-Context, Context-Type-Context: By the case Context-Context-Type above and commutativity:

Since we can never combine two types this exhausts all cases.

\[ \square \]

**B.4. Proof of Subject Reduction Theorem (Theorem 5.19)**

(1) is by rule induction on \( \equiv \) showing, in both ways, that if one side has a typing then the other side has the same typing. In the following we safely ignore uninteresting (permutable) final applications of \([\text{SUBS}]\) in derivations by way of Lemma 5.16.

**Case** \( P \mid 0 \equiv P \): First assume \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta \). By \( \Gamma \vdash 0 \triangleright \emptyset \) and by applying \([\text{CONC}]\) to these two sequents we immediately obtain \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright 0 \triangleright \Delta \), as required. For the converse direction assume \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright 0 \triangleright \Delta \). We can safely assume (via Lemma 5.16) that the last rule applied is \([\text{CONC}]\). Thus we can set \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_1 \) and \( \Gamma \vdash 0 \triangleright \Delta_2 \) such that \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta \). Note we can safely regard \( \Gamma \vdash 0 \triangleright \Delta_2 \) as being inferred by the axiom \([\text{INACT}]\) since applying \([\text{SUBS}]\) to empty types and empty type contexts again lead to the empty types and empty type contexts: thus \( \Delta_2 \) consists of only empty types and empty type contexts. Thus, in the composition \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 \), the empty types and some of the empty type contexts from \( \Delta_2 \) are added to \( \Delta_1 \) to generate \( \Delta \). Let this added part be \( \Delta_3 \). Since we can weaken \( \Delta_1 \) in the first sequent with \( \Delta_3 \) using Lemma 5.18 (2) we are done.

**Case** \( P \mid Q \equiv Q \mid P \): By symmetry of the rule we have only to show one direction. Suppose \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright Q \triangleright \Delta \). We can safely assume the last rule applied is \([\text{CONC}]\). We can thus set \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_1 \) and \( \Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright \Delta_2 \) such that \( \Delta_1 \times \Delta_2, \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta \) and \( \hat{t} \uplus \hat{r} = \hat{s} \). By Lemma 5.14 we know \( \Delta_2 \prec \Delta_3 \) and \( \Delta_2 \circ \Delta_1 = \Delta \) hence by applying \([\text{CONC}]\) with the premises reversed we are done.

**Case** \( (P \mid Q) \mid R \equiv P \mid (Q \mid R) \): By the establishment of the previous case again we have only to show one direction. Suppose \( \Gamma \vdash (P \mid Q) \triangleright R \triangleright \Delta \). We can safely assume: \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_2 \) and \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_3 \) such that \( \Delta_1 \times \Delta_2, (\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2) \circ \Delta_3 \). As well as \( \hat{t} \uplus \hat{r} \uplus \hat{q} = \hat{s} \). By the last condition, no two of \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \) and \( \Delta_3 \) share a common target channel in their type contexts (in the sense given just before Lemma 5.14, page 33) because if the queue for a certain channel does not
exist in a sequent then it cannot be used as a target channel in a type context
in its typing. Thus we can apply Lemma 5.14 to know $\Delta_2 \approx \Delta_3$, $\Delta_1 \approx (\Delta_2 \circ \Delta_3)$ and 
$\Delta_1 \circ (\Delta_2 \circ \Delta_3) = \Delta$. By applying [CONC] in an appropriate order we are done.

The remaining rules are reasoned exactly as in [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007] (note the arguments for congruence rules are direct from the compositionality of the typing rules). This concludes the proof of (1).

For (2), we establish the following stronger claim by rule induction.

Claim. Suppose $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta$ and $\Delta$ is partially coherent (cf. Definition 5.9). Then $P \rightarrow P'$ implies $\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta'$ such that either $\Delta \xrightarrow{\Delta'} \Delta'$ or $\Delta = \Delta'$.

All results on reduction on coherent typing is immediately applicable to partially coherent typing by Proposition 5.13 (1). Further by Proposition 5.13 (3), $\Delta'$ above is again partially coherent. Below we again ignore irrelevant final application of [SUBS] through Lemma 5.16. All rule names are those of the typing rules.

Case [LINK]: Let $R \overset{\text{def}}{=} \overline{\tau}_{2..n}(\overline{s}).P_1 | a_{|2\rangle}(\overline{s}).P_2 | \cdots | a_{|n\rangle}(\overline{s}).P_n$ which is a redex of [LINK]. We write $R_1$ for $\overline{\tau}_{2..n}(\overline{s}).P_1$ and $R_i$ for $a_{|i\rangle}(\overline{s}).P_i$ ($2 \leq i \leq n$). Assume:

$$\Gamma \vdash R \triangleright \Delta$$

By Lemma 5.15 we know $a \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)$. Let $\Gamma(a) = G$. Since (44) can only be inferred by the sequence of [CONC] (up to permutable [SUBS], similarly in the following), we know $\Gamma \vdash R_i \triangleright \Delta_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) such that $\Delta_1 \circ \cdots \circ \Delta_n = \Delta$. By [MCAST] and [MACC] this means:

$$\Gamma \vdash P_i \triangleright \Delta_i, \tilde{s} : \{(G \triangleright i)_{@i}\}$$

for each $1 \leq i \leq n$. Hence by the successive applications of [CONC] we reach:

$$\Gamma \vdash (\Pi_i P_i) | (\Pi_i s_i :: \emptyset) \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : \{(G \triangleright i)_{@i}\}_{1 \leq i \leq n}$$

Since $\{(G \triangleright i)_{@i}\}_{1 \leq i \leq n}$ collects all projections of $G$ we can apply [CRES] to obtain:

$$\Gamma \vdash (\nu \tilde{s})( (\Pi_i P_i) | (\Pi_i s_i :: \emptyset) ) \triangleright \Delta$$

for a reductum of [LINK]. Note the typing does not change.

Case [SEND]: We use the first rule of Lemma 5.17 for “rolling back” a message. Suppose we have:

$$\Gamma \vdash s!(\overline{e}); P | s::\tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta$$

Since [CONC] is the only rule to derive this process we can set

$$\Gamma \vdash s!(\overline{e}); P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta_1$$

and

$$\Gamma \vdash s::\tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta_2$$

such that $\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta$. Since (49) can only be inferred from [SEND] we know, first:

$$\Gamma \vdash c_j : S_j$$

for each $c_j$ in $\overline{e}$; and, second, for some $p$ and for some $\tilde{s}$ which includes $s$,

$$\Delta_1 = \Delta'_i \circ \tilde{s} : k!\langle\tilde{S}\rangle; T@p$$

and moreover

$$\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta'_i \circ \tilde{s} : T@p.$$
On the other hand by $\Delta_1 \asymp \Delta_2$ and (50) we know:

$$\Delta_2 = \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p$$  \hspace{1cm} (54)

Now assume $\tilde{e} \vdash \tilde{v}$. Notice by (51) we have $\Gamma \vdash v_j : S_j$ for each $v_j$ in $\tilde{v}$. Thus by Lemma 5.17, [QVAL], we infer:

$$\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{v} \triangleright \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k! (\tilde{S}); []]@p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (55)

By the algebra of located types and type contexts:

$$(\Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k! (\tilde{S}); []]@p)$$

$$= (\Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : k! (\tilde{S}); T@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[[]]@p)$$

$$= \Delta$$

Thus by applying [CONC] to (49) and (50) we obtain:

$$\Gamma \vdash P \mid s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{v} \triangleright \Delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (56)

which gives the expected typing for the reductum of [SEND], with no type change.

**Case [DELEG]:** Similar to [SEND] using the second rule of Lemma 5.17, see Appendix B.5.

**Case [LABEL]:** We use the third rule of Lemma 5.17 together with the subtyping $\leq_{\text{sub}}$. Suppose we have:

$$\Gamma \vdash s \triangleleft l; P \mid s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright_s \Delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (57)

which is the redex of [LABEL]. Since [CONC] is the only rule to derive this process we can set, without loss of generality:

$$\Gamma \vdash s \triangleleft l; P \triangleright \Delta_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (58)

and

$$\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright_s \Delta_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (59)

such that $\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta$. Since (58) can only be inferred from [SEL] as the last rule (up to permutable applications of [SUBS]), we know, for some $p$ and for some $\tilde{s}$ which includes $s$ and for some $\{l_i\}$ which includes $l$,

$$\Delta_1 = \Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : k \oplus \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I}@p$$  \hspace{1cm} (60)

and moreover

$$\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : T_i@p, \quad \text{for } i \in I.$$  \hspace{1cm} (61)

On the other hand we can write:

$$\Delta_2 = \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p$$  \hspace{1cm} (62)

By (59), (62) and Lemma 5.17, [QSEL], we infer:

$$\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \cdot l \triangleright \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k \oplus l : []]@p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (63)

By the algebra of located types and type contexts together with subtyping:

$$(\Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : T_i@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k \oplus l : []]@p)$$

$$= \Delta_1' \circ \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k \oplus l : T_i]@p$$

$$\leq_{\text{sub}} \Delta_1' \circ \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T[k \oplus \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I}]@p$$

$$= (\Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : k \oplus \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I}@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p)$$

$$= \Delta$$
Thus we obtain, by applying [CONC] to (61), (63) then applying [SUBS] (the subsumption rule):

\[ \Gamma \vdash P \mid s :: h \cdot t \triangleright \Delta \]  

(64)

which gives the expected typing for the reductum of [SEND], with no type change.

**Case [RECV]:** By the first of the latter three rules of Lemma 5.17 together with Lemma 5.18. Suppose

\[ \Gamma \vdash s?(\tilde{x}); P \mid s :: v \cdot \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta \]  

(65)

Since [CONC] is the only possible last rule (up to permutable [SUBS]) we can set

\[ \Gamma \vdash s?(\tilde{x}); P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta_1 \]  

(66)

and

\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: v \cdot \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta_2 \]  

(67)

such that \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta \). Since (66) can only be inferred from [RECV] we know, for some \( p \) and for some \( \tilde{s} \) which includes \( s \),

\[ \Delta_1 = \Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : k? (\tilde{S}) \cdot T@p \]  

(68)

and moreover

\[ \Gamma, \tilde{x} : \tilde{S} \vdash P \triangleright \emptyset \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p. \]  

(69)

By Lemma 5.18, we obtain:

\[ \Gamma \vdash P[\tilde{v} / \tilde{x}] \triangleright \emptyset \Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p. \]  

(70)

Further by \( \Delta_1 \sim \Delta_2 \) and (67) we know:

\[ \Delta_2 = \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : k!(\tilde{S}) \cdot T@p \]  

(71)

By Lemma 5.17, [QVALDQ], we infer:

\[ \Gamma \vdash s : \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p. \]  

(72)

Then we obtain:

\[ \Delta \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\Delta_1' \circ \tilde{s} : k? (\tilde{S}) \cdot T@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : k!(\tilde{S}) \cdot T@p) \overset{f}{\rightarrow} (\Delta_1', \tilde{s} : T@p) \circ (\Delta_2' \circ \tilde{s} : T@p) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Delta' \]  

Thus by applying [CONC] to (66) and (67) we obtain:

\[ \Gamma \vdash P[\tilde{v} / \tilde{x}] \mid s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta' \]  

(73)

such that \( \Delta \overset{f}{\rightarrow} \Delta' \), as required. Note this case demands reduction of typings.

**Case [SREC], [BRANCH]:** Similar to [RECV], using the latter two rules of Lemma 5.17, see Appendix B.5.

**Case [IFT], [IFF], [DEF], [DEFIN]:** Standard, cf. [Yoshida and Vasconcelos 2007]. No difference in the typing.

**Case [SCOP]:** When a shared name is hidden, assume

\[ \Gamma \vdash (\nu a) P \triangleright \tilde{s} \Delta \]  

(74)
and $P \rightarrow P'$. Then we can set
\[ \Gamma, a : \langle G \rangle \vdash P \triangleright_{s} \Delta. \]
By induction hypothesis we know
\[ \Gamma, a : \langle G \rangle \vdash P' \triangleright_{s} \Delta' \]
such that either $\Delta \not\rightarrow_{0,1} \Delta'$. Hence by [NRES] we have
\[ \Gamma \vdash (\nu a)P' \triangleright_{s} \Delta' \]
as required. When session channels are hidden, suppose
\[ \Gamma \vdash (\nu s)P \triangleright_{\bar{\Gamma}\backslash \bar{s}} \Delta \]
and $P \rightarrow P'$. We can set:
\[ \Gamma \vdash P \vdash_{I} \Delta, \bar{s} : \{T_p@p\}_{p \in I} \]
where $\{T_p@p\}_{p \in I}$ is coherent. By induction hypothesis
\[ \Gamma \vdash P' \vdash_{I} \Delta', \bar{s} : \{T_p@p\}_{p \in I} \]
where either $\Delta \not\rightarrow_{0,1} \Delta'$ or $\{s\} : \{T_p@p\}_{p \in I} \not\rightarrow_{0,1} \{s\} : \{T_p@p\}_{p \in I}$. By Proposition 5.13 (2) $\{T_p@p\}_{p \in I}$ is again coherent. Hence by [CRES] we obtain
\[ \Gamma \vdash (\nu s)P' \triangleright_{\bar{\Gamma}\backslash \bar{s}} \Delta' \]
as required.

**Case [PAR]**: Suppose we have $\Gamma \vdash P \parallel Q \triangleright_{i_1,i_2} \Delta$ and $P \rightarrow P'$. By [CONC] we have $\Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_{i_1} \Delta_1$ and $\Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright_{i_2} \Delta_2$ such that $\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta$. By induction hypothesis we have $\Gamma \vdash P' \triangleright_{i_1} \Delta'_1$ such that $\Delta_1 \rightarrow_{0,1} \Delta'_1$. By Proposition 5.13 (1) we have $\Delta'_1 \sim \Delta_2$ hence $\Gamma \vdash P' \parallel Q \triangleright_{i_1,i_2} \Delta'_1 \circ \Delta_2$. Noting Proposition 5.13 (1) also says that $(\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2) \rightarrow_{0,1} (\Delta'_1 \circ \Delta_2)$ we are done.

**Case [STR]**: Immediate from Subject Congruence (the first clause of this theorem). This exhausts all cases for (2).

(3) is because the empty typing $\emptyset$ is always coherent.

**B.5. Remaining Cases of Theorem 5.19**

**Case [DELEG]**: We use the second rule of Lemma 5.17. Suppose we have:
\[ \Gamma \vdash s!\langle \bar{i} \rangle ; P \mid s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright_{s} \Delta \]
Since [CONC] is the only rule to derive this process we can set
\[ \Gamma \vdash s!\langle \bar{i} \rangle ; P \triangleright_{\emptyset} \Delta_1 \]
and
\[ \Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright_{s} \Delta_2 \]
such that $\Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta$. Since (83) can only be inferred from [DELEG] we know, for some $p$ and for some $\bar{s}$ which includes $s$,
\[ \Delta_1 = \Delta'_1 \circ \langle \bar{s} : k! \langle T'@p \rangle . T@p, \bar{i} : T'@p \rangle \]
and moreover
\[ \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_{\emptyset} \Delta'_1, \bar{s} : T@p. \]
On the other hand by \( \Delta_1 \backsuccsim \Delta_2 \) and (50) we know:
\[
\Delta_2 = \Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T[\emptyset]\@p
\] (87)

By Lemma 5.17, [QSESS], we infer:
\[
\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{i} \triangleright \Delta_2 \circ \tilde{s} : \{T[k!(T@p').\emptyset]@p}, \tilde{i} : \{T@p'\}.
\] (88)

By the algebra of located types and type contexts:
\[
(\Delta'_1, \tilde{s} : T@p) \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : \{T[k!(T@p').\emptyset]@p}, \tilde{i} : \{T@p'\})
\]
\[
= (\Delta'_1 \circ (\tilde{s} : k!(T@p').T@p, \tilde{i} : T@p')) \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T[\emptyset]@p)
\]
\[
= \Delta
\] (89)

Thus by applying [CONC] to (83) and (84) we obtain:
\[
\Gamma \vdash P | s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{i} \triangleright \Delta
\] (89)

which gives the expected typing for the reductum of [DELEG], with no type change.

**Case [SREC]:** By the second to the last rule of Lemma 5.17. Suppose
\[
\Gamma \vdash s?((\tilde{i})); P | s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{i} \triangleright \Delta_1
\] (90)

Since [CONC] is the only possible last rule (up to permutable [SUBS]) we can set
\[
\Gamma \vdash s?((\tilde{i})); P \triangleright_{\emptyset} \Delta_1
\] (91)

and
\[
\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{i} \triangleright \Delta_2
\] (92)

such that \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta \). Since (91) can only be inferred from [SREC] we know, for some \( p \) and for some \( \tilde{s} \) which includes \( s \),
\[
\Delta_1 = \Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : k!(T@p').T@p
\] (93)

and moreover
\[
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_{\emptyset} \Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : T@p, \tilde{i} : T@p'
\] (94)

By \( \Delta_1 \backsuccsim \Delta_2 \) and (92) we know:
\[
\Delta_2 = \Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : k!(T@p').T@p, \tilde{i} : T@p'
\] (95)

By Lemma 5.17, [QSESDQ], we infer:
\[
\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T@p.
\] (96)

Then we obtain:
\[
\Delta \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : k!(T@p').T@p) \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : k!(T@p').T@p, \tilde{i} : T@p')
\]
\[
\overset{\delta}{\rightarrow} (\Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : T@p, \tilde{i} : T@p') \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T@p) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Delta'
\] (97)

Thus by applying [CONC] to (91) and (92) we obtain:
\[
\Gamma \vdash P | s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta'
\] (97)

such that \( \Delta \overset{\delta}{\rightarrow} \Delta' \), as required. Note this case again demands reduction of typings.

**Case [BRANCH]:** By the last rule of Lemma 5.17. Suppose
\[
\Gamma \vdash s \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} | s :: \tilde{h} \cdot \tilde{i} \triangleright \Delta
\] (98)
where we assume \( j \in I \). Since \([\text{CONC}]\) is the only possible last rule (up to permutable \([\text{SUBS}]\)) we can set

\[
\Gamma \vdash s \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \triangleright_0 \Delta_1
\]

(99)

and

\[
\Gamma \vdash s :: l_j \cdot \tilde{h} \triangleright_s \Delta_2
\]

(100)

such that \( \Delta_1 \circ \Delta_2 = \Delta \). First for \( \Delta_2 \) we know, for some \( p \) and for some \( \tilde{s} \) which includes \( s \):

\[
\Delta_2 = \Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : k \otimes l_j : T \otimes p
\]

(101)

where by assumption we have \( j \in I \). Since (99) can only be inferred from \([\text{BRANCH}]\) and by \( \Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2 \), we also know:

\[
\Delta_1 = \Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : k \& l_j : T \otimes p
\]

(102)

(where \&l_j : T_j is the singleton notation as in selection) and moreover

\[
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_0 \Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : T \otimes p
\]

(103)

for each \( i \in I \) (so (102) is inferred using \([\text{SUBS}]\)). By Lemma 5.17, \([\text{QSELDO}]\), we infer:

\[
\Gamma \vdash s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T \otimes p.
\]

(104)

Then we obtain:

\[
\Delta \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\Delta'_1 \circ \tilde{s} : k \& l_j : T_j \otimes p) \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : k \otimes l_j : T \otimes p)
\]

\[
\overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} (\Delta'_1, \tilde{s} : T_j \otimes p) \circ (\Delta'_2 \circ \tilde{s} : T \otimes p) \quad (\overset{\text{def}}{=} \Delta')
\]

Thus by applying \([\text{CONC}]\) to (99) and (100) we obtain:

\[
\Gamma \vdash P \downarrow s :: \tilde{h} \triangleright \Delta'
\]

(105)

such that \( \Delta \overset{\ell}{\rightarrow} \Delta' \), as required. Again we need a reduction of typings. \( \Box \)

B.6. Proof of Lemma 5.21

Proof of (1) and (2). We prove the following claim which implies both (1) and (2) by rule induction on the typing rules. Below and henceforth we are confusing a free session channel and its numeric representation in the typing. Recall \( \Delta \) is partially coherent when for some \( \Delta_0 \) we have \( \Delta \approx \Delta_0 \) and \( \Delta \circ \Delta_0 \) is coherent.

Claim. Assume \( \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_0 \Delta \) s.t. \( \Delta \) is partially coherent and there is no queue at \( s \). Assume \( P\langle\langle s\rangle\rangle \). Then one of the following conditions holds.

(a) \( P \) contains a unique active receiving (resp. emitting) prefix at \( s \) and \( \Delta \) contains a unique minimal receiving (resp. emitting) prefix at \( s \) (\( \Delta \) may contain another minimal prefix at \( s \)).

(b) \( P \) contains a unique minimal receiving prefix at \( s \) and a unique minimal emitting prefix at \( s \). Moreover \( \Delta \) contains a unique minimal receiving prefix at \( s \) and a unique minimal emitting prefix at \( s \).

Case \([\text{MCAST}]\), \([\text{MACC}]\): Vacuous since in this case the unique active prefix in the process is at a shared name.

Case \([\text{SEND}]\), \([\text{RCV}]\), \([\text{DELEG}]\), \([\text{SREC}]\), \([\text{SEL}]\) and \([\text{BRANCH}]\): Immediate since there can only be a unique active channel name which is by the given prefixing.
Case [INACT], [IF], [VAR], [DEF], [QNIL], [QVAL], [QSESS], [QSEL]: Vacuous.

Case [CONC]: Suppose
\[ \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \tilde{t}_1 \Delta, \quad \Gamma \vdash \tilde{t}_2 Q \triangleright \Delta' \] (106)
such that \( \tilde{t}_1 \cap \tilde{t}_2 = \emptyset \) and \( \Delta \asymp \Delta' \). Observe if \( \Delta \circ \Delta' \) is partially coherent then \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta' \) respectively are partially coherent by definition. By induction hypothesis we can assume \( P \) and \( Q \) satisfy the required condition.

(1) If only one party has an active prefix at \( s \) there is nothing to prove.
(2) If both are active at \( s \), suppose both processes, hence \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta' \), have receiving active prefixes at \( s \). Then this cannot be partially coherent since if so then the assumed completion of \( \Delta \circ \Delta' \) to a coherent typing should also contain two minimal receiving prefixes which are impossible by the definition of \( \circ \). Similarly when two include active emitting prefixes at \( s \), hence as required.

Note that this pair may not be a redex: we do not (have to) validate coherence until we hide channels, however it is important that there is one output and one input since if not there will be a conflict at \( s \).

Case [NRES]: Vacuous since there is no change either in the process nor in the typing.

Case [CRE]: Vacuous since there is no difference in the typing for \( s \) nor in the active-ness in prefixes.

Case [SUBS]: Vacuous again. \( \square \)

B.7. Proof of Proposition 5.26

We show the following logically equivalent result:

**Claim.** (1) If \( P \) is simple then

(1-a) no delegation prefix (input or output) occurs in \( P \) and
(1-b) for each prefix with a shared name in \( P \), say \( a[1](\tilde{s}).P' \) or \( \overline{a}[2..n](\tilde{s}).P' \), there is no free session channels in \( P' \) except \( \tilde{s} \).

(2) If \( P \) is simple and \( P \rightarrow P' \) then \( P' \) is again simple.

We first show (1) by rule induction on typing rules.

**Case [MCAST]:** The rule reads:

\[
\frac{
\Gamma \vdash a : \langle G \rangle \quad \Gamma \vdash \emptyset P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G \mid 1)\overline{a} \mid 1 \quad |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G)
}{
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset \overline{a} [2..n](\tilde{s}).P \triangleright \Delta
}\
\]

First by simplicity we know \( \Delta = \emptyset \) (since if not the premise has at least a doubleton typing). (1-a) is immediate from the induction hypothesis since the rule does not add a delegation prefix: For (1-b) if \( P' \) in \( a[i](\tilde{s}).P' \) (resp. \( \overline{a}[2..n](\tilde{s}).P' \)) has free session channels then we cannot have \( \Delta = \emptyset \), violating simplicity.

**Case [MACC]:** The rule reads:

\[
\frac{
\Gamma \vdash a : \langle G \rangle \quad \Gamma \vdash \emptyset P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s} : (G \mid p)\overline{a} \mid p \quad |\tilde{s}| = \text{sid}(G)
}{
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset a[p](\tilde{s}).P \triangleright \Delta
}\
\]

Again \( \Delta = \emptyset \), and the remaining reasoning is precisely the same as [MCAST].
Case [SEND]: The rule reads:

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_j : S_j \quad \Gamma \vdash \emptyset \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} : T@p
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset s[k]!(\hat{e}) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} ; k! (\hat{S}) ; T@p
\]

Again \( \Delta = \emptyset \). (1-a) is immediate from the induction hypothesis since the rule does not add any delegation prefix. (1-b) is again immediate from the induction hypothesis since the rule does not add a shared-name prefix.

Case [RCV]: The rule reads:

\[
\Gamma, \hat{x} : \hat{S} \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} : T@p
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset s[k]?(\hat{x}) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} ; k? (\hat{S}) ; T@p
\]

Precisely the same as in [SEND] above.

Case [DELEG]: The rule reads:

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} : T@p
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset s[k]!(\hat{t}) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} ; k! (T'@p') ; T@p, \hat{t} ; T'@p'
\]

Even if \( \Delta = \emptyset \) the conclusion’s typing becomes a doubleton hence this rule cannot be applied.

Case [SREC]: The rule reads:

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} : T@p, \hat{t} : T'@p'
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset s[k]?(\hat{t}) ; P \triangleright \Delta, \hat{s} ; k? (T'@p') ; T@p
\]

which is again impossible to apply (the premise’s typing becomes a doubleton).

Case [SEL], [BRANCH]: Similar with [SEND] and [RCV].

Case [IP], [CONC], [CRES], [NRES], [SUBS], [DEF]: By the shape of these rules, in each rule, there is no addition or removal of a prefix from the premise to the conclusion. Hence both (1-a/b) are immediate from the induction hypothesis.

Case [INACT], [VAR], [QNIL], [QVAL], [QSESS], [QSEL]: Vacuous since no prefixes are involved.

Hence as required.

For (2) suppose a derivation of \( P \) is simple. By the proof of Theorem 5.19, if \( P \rightarrow P' \) then we have essentially the same derivation for both \( P \) and \( P' \) except:

— taking off the lost pair of prefixes from that of \( P \) (three pair of prefix rules);
— one of the branches is chosen (conditional)
— copying some part from the derivation for \( P \) to that of \( P' \) (for recursion)

In each case clearly the simplicity of the derivation for \( P \) implies that of \( P' \), as required.

B.8. Proof of Lemma 5.28

Suppose:

\[(C1). \ \Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta.
\]

\[(C2). \ P \text{ is simple.}
\]

\[(C3). \ \Delta \text{ has a minimal receiving (resp. emitting) prefix at } s.
\]

\[(C4). \ none \ of \ the \ prefixes \ at \ s \ in \ P \ are \ under \ a \ shared \ name.
\]

\[(C5). \ none \ of \ the \ prefixes \ at \ s \ in \ P \ are \ under \ a \ conditional \ branch.
\]
Under these conditions, we show that $P$ has an active receiving prefix (resp. has an active emitting prefix or a non-empty queue). We use rule induction on typing rules.

**Case [Mcast], [Macc]:** By Proposition 5.26 there can be no free session channels hence vacuous (since (C3) is not satisfied).

**Case [Send]:** The “simple” rule reads:

$$
\Gamma \vdash e_j : S_j \quad \Gamma \vdash \emptyset P \triangleright \tilde{s} : T@p
\Gamma \vdash [k] s\lfloor (\tilde{e}) : P \triangleright \emptyset \tilde{s} : T \triangleright p
\Gamma \vdash \emptyset s\lfloor k\rfloor! (\tilde{S}) : T \triangleright p
$$

Observe that there can be no other minimal prefix in the typing in the conclusion than the newly introduced prefix itself: this corresponds to the unique minimal prefix in the typing.

**Case [Rcv]:** The “simple” rule reads:

$$
\Gamma, \tilde{x} : \tilde{S} \vdash P \emptyset \triangleright \emptyset \Delta \emptyset T \emptyset p
\Gamma \vdash s[k] ? (\tilde{e}) : P \emptyset \triangleright \emptyset \tilde{s} : T \emptyset p
\Gamma \vdash s[k]! (\tilde{S}) : T \emptyset p
$$

Same as [Send].

**Case [SRec], [Deleg]:** By Proposition 5.26 these rules are not used in derivation of a simple process, hence vacuous.

**Case [Sel],[Branch]:** Similar with [Send],[Rcv].

**Case [If]:** Vacuous since (C5) does not hold.

**Case [Conc]:** The rule reads:

$$
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright_{i_1} \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash Q \triangleright_{i_2} \Delta' \quad i_1 \cap i_2 = \emptyset \quad \Delta \simeq \Delta'
\Gamma \vdash P \mid Q \triangleright_{i_1,i_2} \Delta \circ \Delta'
$$

We first observe:

**Claim A1.** If the result of the operation $\circ$ on typings (when defined) has a minimal input prefix then one of the original typings also has the same.

This is because, direct from the definition of $\circ$, if $\circ$ results in an input minimal input prefix then it cannot come from a type context (which contains only an output prefix) hence it can come only from the same in the premise. Further:

**Claim A2.** If the result of the operation $\circ$ on typings (when defined) has a minimal output prefix then one of the premises also has the same in the form of either the corresponding non-empty type context or the corresponding type (“corresponding” means that the minimal prefix coincides).

Above the details of the shape of a typing is in fact unnecessary.

**Claim B.** The composition $\mid$ preserves activeness of each prefix.

This is immediate from the definition.

Now we reason by induction. In the case of an input prefix in the typing, by Claim A1 we know one of the premises also contains an input prefix in the typing. Hence the corresponding process has an active input prefix by induction hypothesis. By Claim B we are done.
On the other hand in the case of an output prefix in the typing, by Claim A2 we know one of the premises also contains the same (either as the corresponding type context or the corresponding output prefix) in the typing. Hence by induction hypothesis the corresponding process has an active output prefix or a non-empty queue. Hence by induction hypothesis we are done. By Claim B we are done.

**Case** [INACT], [VAR]: Vacuous since in this case the typing does not contain any active channel hence violating (C3).

**Case** [SUBS]: The subsumption does not add any new active prefix in the typing hence by induction hypothesis we are done.

**Case** [DEF]: As [SUBS] above.

**Case** [QVAL], [QSESS], [QSEL]: In these cases we have a minimal emitting prefix in the typing; and we have a corresponding non-empty queue, as required.

**Case** [QNIL]: Vacuous since (C3) is violated.

**Case** [NRES]: This reads:

\[
\Gamma, a:\langle G \rangle \vdash \iota \quad P \triangleright \Delta
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \iota (\nu a) \triangleright \Delta
\]

which shows there is no change in the typing and in the process with respect to (free) active/minimal prefixes hence immediate by induction hypothesis.

**Case** [CRES]: This reads:

\[
\Gamma \vdash P \triangleright \Delta, \tilde{s}: \{T_p \@ p \in I \} \quad \tilde{s} \in \tilde{I} \quad \{T_p \@ p \in I\} \text{ coherent}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \iota \tilde{s} (\nu \tilde{s}) P \triangleright \Delta
\]

Suppose in the conclusion there is a minimal prefix at \( s \) in \( \Delta \). Then it is also minimal in the premise hence by induction hypothesis we are done.

This exhausts all cases. \( \Box \)